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Editorial
IN this edition we commemorate, in the memoirs section, the lives of three Sapper
officers, who by chance died within four months of each other, and who were the
engineer commanders of each of the nuclear weapon test operations in the 1950s.
This is a timely reminder of the contribution that the Corps made to the support of
the national deterrent and of the remarkable achievements of the individuals who
took part. The story is told in greater detail in a chapter of Volume X of Corps
History which will be published later this year but necessarily this will read as a
factual account of a professional operation. Some reading between the lines will be
required to appreciate the stresses on the Sappers involved as the central players in
operations involving all three Services as well as groups of civilian scientists unfamiliar
with Service ways.
These operations, HURRICANE and MOSAIC in the Monte Bellos in 1952 and
1955, and GRAPPLE on Christmas Island 1955-58 exemplify the way in which,
because it is the engineering that makes a plan work, the engineer becomes the focal
point of planning and often effectively the arbiter in disputes, placing upon him a
responsibility far beyond that of mere construction. The requirement on the one hand
for early involvement of the-engineer and on the other, for the engineer to have a
proper insight into the complexities of the problem he is helping to solve was never
better demonstrated.
The climax of the drama in which these men played such an important role was of
course the H-bomb test itself and in these days when talk of SDI, START, SALT,
MAD and so on sometimes seems to have lifted the realities of nuclear war into the
ionosphere, it is salutary to read Brigadier Muir's own recollections of the tests.
"Having been engaged in a very much demolition orientated Second World War,
flash and blast were nothing new although the scale was out of proportion to anything
previously experienced and required a distinct physical effort to maintain equilibrium.
An entirely new sensation was the build-up of heat generated; temperature within the
protective clothing increasing relentlessly with a distinct impression of relief when the
peak was overcome. The resultant cloud of megaton explosion was awe-inspiring in
terms of suddenness of appearance and the colossal mushroom shaped head supported
by the giant stem with its characteristically serrated profile and constituent bands of
remarkable uniformity. It was a complete contrast to the cloudless blue sky of a few
minutes before". And later Brigadier Muir wrote: "On reflection perhaps the outstanding personal impression from nuclear weapon explosions was the reality of the
horrific overkill propensity."
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Workshops and Design Cell formed by trickle posted soldiers on 4-6 month tours and
with Squadrons detached from Regiments either in UK or BAOR. The number of
Squadrons under command of the Regiment at any one time varied according to
season and the envisaged work requirements. During the Falklands summers of
1982/3 and 1983/4 the Regiment had a total strength of over 1200 men. Those
Squadrons which served in 37 (FI) Engineer Regiment are listed at Annex A, together
with those Corps represented either by detachments or individuals, in the Regiment.
The third disbandment of the Regiment occured on 14 March 1985. A parade to
mark the occasion was held on the Sapper-built AM2 mat apron of RAF Stanley.
The parade marked not only the demise of the Regiment, but also the formation of
the Falkland Islands Field Squadron, based on the roulement UK field squadron (9
Parachute Squadron at the time) with trickle posted elements forming the EOD
detachment, Design Cell and FI Field Squadron Workshops REME.
RHQ was originally located in the Ionospheric Research Station, half a mile East
of the town of Stanley, but was eventually moved to a Portakabin complex built on
top of the old RN ammunition bunkers beside the narrow entrance to the Canache,
at the Eastern end of Stanley Harbour and adjacent to the 14 bay DSR HGB (named
'Boxer Bridge', after 25 Field Squadron who were mainly responsible for its
construction).
CHRONOLOGY
Immediate Post Hostilities Period. During this period, which lasted from June until
mid-July 1982, command of the Sapper workforce was exercised by the CO 36
Engineer Regiment. The priorities and works undertaken are covered in Colonel
Brownson's article. The sub-units who had been involved in the conflict returned to
the UK during the period mid-July to mid-August and were replaced by the first of
the roulement squadrons and an ad-hoc RHQ.
Military Works Area. The Falkland Islands were declared a Military Works Area
(MWA) immediately following the cessation of hostilities. This state remained until
1 April 1984 when the task was transferred to the PSA, and the ODA and local PWD
once again became responsible for the civil infrastructure of the islands. The transfer
began in October 1983 and at the time was in eight stages, many of which were
concurrent. Where implementation or completion dates are known, they are shown.
The stages of the transfer were as follows:
Stage I-Setting up of the stores and stock control systems, to work alongside
the Theatre Depot. Much of the Vote 1 resources stock (the 'Mega bid') was
transferred from the Theatre Depot to PSA, leaving the Theatre Depot holding,
primarily, RE controlled equipment, special task stores, "shopping list" project
stores and the reserve stocks of airfield expedients. This stage began in October
1983 and was finally completed just prior to the Regiment's disbandment.
Stage 2-The takeover of the Mary Hill Quarry, to the north of RAF Stanley,
by a PSA term contractor. Handover occurred in January 1984.
Stage 3-Transfer of electricity generation systems, starting with those in the
Stanley area and then progressively taking over those in the outstations, as their
construction was completed. It is unlikely that this stage will be completed before
the move of the Military to Mount Pleasant in 1986/7.
Stage 4-Transfer of Works commenced on 1 Apr 84.
Stage 5-Following the transfer of Works, the PSA established a Military
Agency Works Area (MAWA), responsible for control, administration and
finance. The Corps remained the contractors.
Stage 6-PSA assumed responsibility for works in the Stanley area, using a UK
contractor, in mid-1984.
Stage 7-PSA began to assume responsibility for the remote camps, with priority
to the long term camps. At the time of the Regiment's disbandment many of the
hilltop sites, and some camps, were still being constructed and maintained by the
Sappers.
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Stage 8-PSA responsibility for the maintenance of defence sites at Mount
Pleasant Airport (MPA) will begin about May/June 1985.
Summer Surges. During the Falkland Islands Summers of 1982/83 and 1983/84, the
Sapper work force was boosted, to take advantage of the good weather and flying
conditions. The surges increased the number of field squadrons to six (three each
from UK and BAOR) and one field support squadron.
"Normalization".To coincide with the transfer of works responsibilities, the accounting systems on the island were 'normalized'. This period began in earnest in July 1984
and was still continuing at the time of the Regiment's disbandment. The process
entailed the cessation of flexible wartime accounting and the imposition of peacetime
procedures for accounting and examination of unit holdings. The field squadrons were
not greatly affected, but 6, 15 and 60 Field Support Squadrons had the mammoth
task of attempting to track down items which had previously either not been properly
incorporated in tasks or during transfer from site to site had not been properly
accounted for. The final transfer of Vote 1 resources to the PSA and the backloading
of 'C' vehicles, ECP and resources, to UK, prior to the run-down of the sapper force
level fell on 6 Squadron's shoulders. It says much for the expertise within the support
squadrons that the tasks were completed on time.
PART 2-COMMAND AND CONTROL

COMMAND
Four different systems of command were practised, reflecting the changes in strength
and tasking of the Corps. During, and immediately following the conflict, the CO 36
Engineer Regiment commanded all Sapper units (less, of course, the Postal Detachment) as both CO and CRE. Prior to his return to the UK, he was replaced by a CRE
(Colonel) and a CO who commanded 37 Engineer Regiment through an ad-hoc RHQ.
The second command system continued through both summer surges and ceased
in May 1984, when the CO once again had the dual appointment of CRE/CO, with
two separate staffs. HQRE was based in Stanley, at HQ British Forces Falkland
Islands (HQ BFFI) and the RHQ remained in the Canache area, beside 'Boxer
Bridge'.
At the time of the Regiment's disbandment, a new RE command structure, to suit
the reduced Corps strength on the Islands, was being implemented. The CRE/CO
was replaced by an SO1 RE on the staff of HQ BFFI. His staff now consists of one
S03 RE and a small clerical team. The FI Field Squadron consists of a roulement
field squadron, design cell, EOD detachment and a workshops REME, a total of 255
men.
CONTROL ORGANISATION
Colonel Brownson's article outlined the system for tasking and task control during
his period as CRE. That system has largely remained unchanged. During the latter
part of the 1984 Falkands winter the CRE (Works) organisation was reduced to an
STRE (Works) to reflect the smaller Sapper workforce and works commitment of the
Corps. On 1 March 1985 the STRE (Works) was disbanded and in its place a Design
Cell was formed, consisting of two Officers (E & MO and GE) and three Clerks of
Works, together with clerks and draughtsmen. That cell is considered to be sufficient
to support the FI Field Squadron and forms part of the establishment of the squadron.
The process for obtaining a non-operational works service of any kind was simple
and well known by all units on the Islands. Whether the work arose as the result of
unit need or a staff requirement, the focus was always the J4 (Quartering) staff
division at HQ BFFI whose task is to examine bids and if they are accepted, to decide
whether PSA or RE should carry out the works, and with what priority. HQ RE
agreed the tasking and priority, or either attempted to cancel the task or re-negotiated
the priority, in cases where it was considered necessary. Once RHQ were ordered to
do a task, either the STRE (Works) or a sub-unit carried out a detailed reconnaissance,
which when costed and agreed by RHQ was sent back to J4 (Quartering) for approval.
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Following staff approval, the task was carried out by the Regiment with, where
necessary, STRE (Works) supervision.
For some complex, technical tasks, STRE (Works) provided an officer or Clerk of
Works continuously on site. This was particularly true of Project ZEUS and the
follow-on site development which was still not complete when the Regiment disbanded.
On other technical sites supervision took place when necessary. For many of the
"combat engineer section" tasks undertaken, there was no specialist supervision. The
STRE (Works) also provided the link between the Regiment and the PSA.
Command and Control for EOD operations followed the normal procedure of
tasking by J3 (Ops), at HQ BFFI, through the Joint Service Explosive Ordnance
Disposal Operations Centre (JSEODC) in Stanley. The OC 33 Engr Regt (EOD)
detachment acted as the CBF's adviser. Initially, when the army EOD workforce was
an EOD Squadron, it was commanded (except for tasking) by the CRE. Later, when
only a small roulement detachment was present on the islands, command changed
from the CRE to the CO.
From cessation of hostilities to the end of the 1983/84 summer surge, the Theatre
Depot was controlled by HQ RE, through OC Field Support Squadron. When the
Sapper force level was reduced and the CO became, once again, double hatted, control
passed to RHQ. By that time much of the transfer of Vote 1 resources and 'C' vehicles
from the Theatre Depot to the PSA had taken place and the HQ RE control of
resources was purely routine.
Finally, in this section, a note on the manning of RHQ and the Workshops. From
August 1982 until January 1983 and from May 1983 until disbandment, the RHQ
was manned on a trickle posted system with a small but adequate staff, for the work
involved. The exception to the trickle post system occurred from January to May
1983 when the CO and most of the RHQ of 38 Engineer Regiment moved to the
Falklands to command 37 Engineer Regiment. This must be a unique situation within
the Corps. Command of two units, 8000 miles apart, was an experiment tried once
only! Throughout the life of the Regiment, the Regimental Workshops was manned
on a trickle posted system which provided essential continuity for an extremely hard
pressed element of the unit. At the end of the 1983/84 summer surge the total unit
holding of 'C' vehicle main equipments was 151 (including 28 Haulamatic medium
dump trucks) and as many ancillaries. The 'B' vehicle peak liability is not known.
PART 3-MAJOR TASKS

Priorities The lack of good surface communications is probably the most critical
factor faced by the staff of HQ BFFI, and HQ RE in particular. Almost every task
the Corps has been called on to do has required stone for roads, hard standings and
bases or aggregate for concrete. Therefore, no matter what priority was assigned to
particular tasks, almost invariably the real priority was to keep the quarry and
crushers operating.
Mary Hill Quarry. (See also Journal March 85). Mary Hill Quarry is the generic
term used to describe what was the only readily accessible source of stone, at the start
of the post-conflict construction boom. It is on the Northern side of the Stanley airport
and consists of deposits of extremely abrasive (initially value 3) and dense (2,500-3,500
kg/m 3) fine grained Quartzite, with a very glutinous blue clay filling the depressions
between outcrops. Overburden, where it exists, is either clay or clay peat. The rock
is too hard (metric hardness scale 7) to be ripped without primary blasting. Quarry
development eventually encompassed three sites. The first was chosen, not for the
quality or quantity of the stone, but simply because there were no tracks available,
nor means of making them, which would have allowed the crushers to be set up at
much better locations near the old Mary Hill site, used in 1974-76 when the original
runway was constructed. The first site was abandoned on 25 August 1982 and the
second at the begining of November the same year. The third site was still being
developed by the term contractor in March 1985. Two Goodwin Barsby Goliath
crushing trains were used and a third was available, but not operational, at the time
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Three bulk fuel installations, with over 4km of pipeline.
Service ducted hardstanding and five shelters (2 Rubbs and 3 Spandrell Orbitts)
for the Engineering Wing.
Four kilometres of extension to the airfield road complex.
Intermediate Power Station (three remain to be constructed).
6000m2 of service ducted hardstanding and two 18mX51m Rubb shelters for the
Supply and Movement complex.
8.5km of communication cable has been buried.
To improve the RAF Rapier Squadron servicing facilities two 10mX21m Spandrel
Orbitt shelters, access roads, hardstandings and services were installed.
Erection of dog kennels for the RAF guard dogs.
Routine maintenance, except for that shown below, has been passed to the PSA.
In general, the Corps remains responsible for maintenance of the runway, taxiways
and ground lighting.
Clearance of drainage ditches.
Repairs to the AM2 surfacing by 'plank pulls' or repairs, in situ, of individual
planks.
Sub-grade repairs on the runway, dispersals and aprons.
Runway ground lighting maintenance.
Operations to remove bowing of plank rows.
Maintenance of Spandrell Orbitt shelters.
The Canache Development. In order to allow troops garrisoned in Stanley to live and
work outside the town, an area to the East of it was developed and became known as
the Canache Development. The first stage, provision of roads from the airfield to the
site of the first Coastel and construction of anchorages and stone filled groynes, has
already been reported in the Journal (June 1983). Further development included:
Approach roads, mass concrete anchorages and stone filled groynes for two more
Coastels.
Hardstandings for use as firm bases for a large number of Romney, Packaway,
Wiseplan and Portakabin buildings which house one of the Field Squadrons, The
Theatre Depot, a Field Workshops, the PSA resources yard, Infantry Battalion
Echelon, FI Logistic Battalion (FILOG) offices and stores, NAAFI shop and stores
complex, the Bakery, Pay Office, Post Office, BMH and Garrison Chapel.
Hardstandings for the theatre vehicle depot.
An 8000m2 container park.
Two concrete Chinook landing pads.
A 300m access road to the Falklands Intermediate Port and Storage System
(FIPASS). (FIPASS was constructed in the UK by Harland and Wolf, towed down
to the Falkland Islands and installed, in mid-84, by a PSA term contractor and is
an integrated, floating wharf and covered storage system).
Water, electricity and sewage systems.
Stanley Petroleum Depot.
A fourteen bay DSR HGB (Boxer Bridge) with over 100m of crushed stone
approaches and piled abutments.
Concrete bases for radio masts.
Finally, and important to the Regiment, an RHQ complex adjacent to Boxer Bridge.
Helicopter Support. A heliport for light helicopters was constructed. The project
included the construction of a 20mX24m Rubb shelter, concrete Lynx, Gazelle and
Scout pads, taxiways, access roads and offices for an AAC squadron. Three sites,
consisting of servicing hangars, dispersal areas, taxiways and landing pads were
constructed for Support Helicopters (SH) and Search and Rescue (SAR) helicopters.
The hangars are 25mX36mX13m high. In addition, almost every camp and hill top
site has a landing pad capable of taking an SH, constructed from concrete or an
expedient surfacing material.
Camp Construction. A large number of houses, the Stanley Town Hall, Gymnasium
and many other buildings and troopships were used as accommodation when our
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one Argentinian casualty, the work was suspended. Further work involved identifying
and fencing off suspect areas. 69 Gurkha Independent Field Squadron replaced the
two conflict squadrons and spent four months working outwards from Stanley, to the
main battle field sites to the West of the town. Concurrent with the minefield task,
BAC was carried out, starting in Stanley and on the airfield. Lieut Colonel Howgate's
article in the June 1983 Journal describes the process. After the return of 49 EOD
Squadron to UK, 33 Engineer Regiment (EOD) provided a detachment which has
been fully employed on bomb disposal and BAC. The role of the detachment was
defined as:
Running the Joint Service EOD Cell (JSEODC).
Tasking, organisation and conduct of minefield, booby trap and EOD clearance
operations and trials.
Briefing and training of RE and other personnel in aspects of minefield, booby trap
and EOD policy and techniques.
Maintenance of minefield and suspect area fences.
By the time the Regiment disbanded, over 18,500 hectares had been cleared and
more than 2.5 million items of ammunition recovered or destroyed. As is to be
expected, the detachment's task continues.
Further Tasks. Many of the tasks and projects worked on by the Regiment have not
been mentioned in the paragraphs above and it would be almost impossible to provide
an exhaustive list in an article such as this. However, some of the tasks undertaken,
but not mentioned above include:
Construction and maintenance of cemetaries and memorials.
Diving operations.
Combat Support Boat operations.
Maintenance and construction work carried out in South Georgia.
Road and Track construction.
Production of thousands of signs and other items in the Support Squadron
Workshops.
Adaption of freight containers to other uses.
Repair and construction of jetties and slipways.
Ship to shore pipeline systems.
Construction of Harrier Forward Operating Base.
Repairs to farm buildings and stockyards.
Construction of a Satellite Communication base.
PART 4-CONCLUSION

MANY good experiences have gained by those who served during the conflict or later,
as members of the Regiment. The Falklands are probably the first place in which
many of us have served in an integrated tri-service environment and to find that our
skills are not just needed by the army has been a fillip to morale. Previous projects
and exercises in many difficult parts of the world had not prepared us for the unique
conditions experienced in the Falklands. Cross country movement off tracks and roads
is difficult in summer and almost impossible in winter. Even the roads and tracks are
barely passable in good weather, to four wheel drive vehicles. The islands seem to
consist of stone runs or peat wherever we have wanted to construct a road, hardstanding
or building base. This led to the use of geo-fabrics which were not previously familiar
to most of the Corps. The very long lead times for normal priority resources provision
meant that forward planning had to be very accurate, particularly so for the small
items which are often purchased on the local market. There isn't one in the Falklands.
More use was made of helicopter support than ever before and the lack of an optional
means of transport, other than by sea in some cases, has led to frustration on tasks,
or getting to and from tasks. Perhaps though the greatest experience is simply looking
around at all the installations constructed in the (nearly) three years since the
conflict-all, almost without exception, have a Sapper thumb print on them. To have
achieved so much in the time is remarkable.
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Annex A
SQUADRONS WHICH HAVE SERVED IN 37 (FALKLAND ISLANDS)
ENGINEER REGIMENT
3 Field Squadron
50 Field Squadron (Construction)
30 Field Squadron
60 Field Support Squadron
69
51
8
24
34
52
7
15

Gurkha Independent Field Squadron
Field Squadron (Construction)
Field Squadron
Field Squadron
Field Squadron
Field Squadron (Construction)
Field Squadron
Field Support Squadron

32
48
25
6

Field
Field
Field
Field

Squadron
Squadron (Construction)
Squadron
Support Squadron

20 Field Squadron
42 Field Squadron
61 Field Support Squadron
73 Field Squadron
53 Field Squadron (Construction)
39 Field Squadron
29 Field Squadron
59 Independent Commando Squadron RE
I Field Squadron
11 Field Squadron
5 Field Squadron
9 Parachute Squadron RE

August 1982-November 1982
November 1983-April 1984
August 1982-November 1982
January 1984-May 1984
August 1982-January 1983
August 1982-January 1983
March 1984-June 1984
August 1982-January 1983
November 1982-April 1983
November 1982-April 1983
November 1982-April 1983
December 1982-May 1983
January 1983-June 1983
February 1983-July 1983
February 1983-July 1983
June 1984-November 1984
May 1983-September 1983
May 1983-September 1983
July 1983-November 1983
July 1983-November 1983
November 1984-March 1985
September 1983-January 1984
October 1983-March 1984
October 1983-March 1984
November 1983-April 1984
December 1983-April 1984
December 1983-April 1984
March 1984-June 1984
May 1984-September 1984
July 1984-November 1984
September 1984-January 1985
November 1984-March 1985
January 1985-March 1985

CORPS THAT HAVE BEEN REPRESENTED IN THE REGIMENT
Royal Army Ordance Corps
Corps of Royal Electrical and Mechanical Engineers
Royal Army Pay Corps
Royal Pioneer Corps
Army Catering Corps

The Development of Airfield Damage Repair,
Brigadier A J V Kendall

(
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EARLY DAYS

IN the aftermath of World War Two scant attention was paid by NATO's member
countries to airfield survivability. The limited resources available for defence at a
time of economic stringency went mainly into new aircraft, ships and weapons rather
than the infrastructure to sustain them. Moreover in Britain the dozens of airfields
built during the war, many of which remained in use well into the V-bomber era,
provided sufficient scope for dispersal to satisfy the most ardent critics in the light of
a threat which was regarded at the time as fairly low due to the limited range and
payload of Russian aircraft. SHAPE started to pay serious attention to the airfield
survivability problem only when the greatly increased offensive potential of the Soviet
Air Force in the sixties and seventies could no longer be ignored.
For twenty years after the war the responsibility for expeditionary airfield construction, which also embraced repairs to damaged surfaces, had rested mainly with the
Royal Air Force. When the Corps took over from the RAF's Airfield Construction
Branch in 1966, 39 Engineer Regiment (Airfields) was formed at Waterbeach and
subsequently entrusted with developing a rapid runway repair (RRR) capability for
the four main airfields of RAF Germany in the event of general war in Europe. One
field squadron (airfields) was allocated to the support of each RAF station and
required to deploy there from time to time for training.
MORE RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
THE catalyst which revolutionised international thinking on the survivability of
airfields was provided by the six-day war in the Middle East in 1967. The pre-emptive
destruction of the Egyptian Air Force on the ground by the Israelis triggered worldwide
alarm bells on the vulnerability of airfields to precision weapons, and this was
reinforced in 1970 by Indian success in the two-front war in Pakistan which served
as a classic reminder of the damage saturation bombing can achieve.
The increasing awareness in the West of the importance of developing a rapid repair
capability was reflected in changes in our own outlook and organisation. 39 Engineer
Regiment's capability had already evolved to embrace the restoration of essential
services such as electrical power, water supply, fuel storage and other facilities needed
for sustained operations. The term RRR (still used by the Americans today) was
replaced by ADR in recognition of the need for more than just hole-filling following
an enemy attack. The dispersal of construction squadrons to individual regiments in
the mid-seventies, the formation of CRE (Airfields) in 1977 and the subsequent
reroling of 39 Engineer Regiment back to airfield support in 1983 were all part and
parcel of a changing scene, but the regiment's task today is essentially unchanged.
The acceleration in the Warsaw Pact's offensive capability throughout the seventies
considerably raised the level of the threat against UK. This development (and a
decline in the number of diversion airfields available) led to a realisation that steps
must be taken quickly to follow RAF Germany's example and make provision for an
ADR capability in Britain. However, no additional regular army manpower was
available and the idea of converting more field squadrons to a new role at the expense
of divisional combat support was unacceptable. The Corps therefore looked to the TA
for the provision of ADR support to Strike Command, and a two-year pilot scheme
at RAF Leuchars using men from 117 Field Support Squadron (Volunteers) confirmed
that TA units could indeed undertake runway repair as a single, dedicated role. The
outcome was a decision by the Army Board to form eight volunteer squadrons between
1983 and 1986 as part of the TA Enhancement Plan to support key airfields in Britain
nominated by the RAF.
The formation of this force is well advanced and the last of the eight units will raise
its flag in April 1986. The two independent squadrons in Scotland, recruiting and
training on their own parent airfield from the start, are local in character, but the six
sponsored units south of the border recruit nationally, train centrally at Waterbeach
for two years and will then deploy to parent airfields in east and north-east England.
Each squadron is 85 strong, will hold 3 million pounds worth of ADR plant and is
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commanded directly from HQ 12 Engineer Brigade at Waterbeach. This headquarters,
rising phoenix-like from the ashes interred at Barton Stacey four years earlier, was
formed in October 1982 to raise and train the volunteer squadrons and direct ADR
training and development in the Regular Army. Wearing the hat of Inspector ADR
the brigade commander acts as adviser to commanders worldwide, while Waterbeach
is being developed as a centre of excellence. Although 39 Regiment retains responsibility for ADR training standards in the four construction squadrons (two of which
are part of other regiments in peace), brigade headquarters has its own TA training
wing and a technical wing for the furtherance of ADR techniques.
The territorial element of the brigade is now at the height of its expansion and we
are continually looking for new people, whether experienced ex-regulars, TA officers
and soldiers seeking a change of scene or young men and women direct from civil life.
Although the new squadrons are still recruited nationally while under training at
Waterbeach, once they move to their stations we will be aiming to recruit from areas
within easy reach of the airfield and so develop a local flavour. While much of the
emphasis is on people with experience of plant, we are prepared to train any licensed
driver as an operator provided he shows the required degree of commitment. The
officers are a balanced mix of experience and youth and several of the troop
commanders are recent graduates from university, while the girls can be signallers,
drivers or clerks.
THE NATURE OF AIRFIELD DAMAGE REPAIR

So much for history-now to the problem itself. Put simply, the aim of airfield
damage repair is to restore the operational capability of a military airfield quickly
after an enemy attack, and in this context it is worth trying to visualise the
circumstances facing the ADR squadron at the moment of truth. The central feature
of air raids will probably be a series of conventional bombs aimed at cratering the
runway, destroying key facilities and preventing the continuance of air operations.
Operating surfaces will contain holes up to 20 metres wide in diameter and 5 metres
deep, while the airfield will be covered extensively in rubble and broken concrete.
Area denial weapons the size of mortar bombs, set to explode on time delays or when
disturbed, may be scattered liberally to form an irregular minefield. Several unexploded
bombs will have penetrated the surface-some will be duds but others will be fitted
with delay fuzes to explode within hours of the attack. Shrapnel or cannon fire will
cause scabs on pavement surfaces-indentations which need repairing to allow
operations by fast jets. There may be extensive fires and damage to buildings,
communications, power cables, water mains and fuel tanks. There will be casualties,
and where chemical weapons have been used there will be widespread contamination.
Since repairs may have to be undertaken at night and there could be a ground threat
from irregular forces, the difficulties can be imagined.
The job of restoring sanity to the situation rests principally with the Sapper OC,
who as the station commander's principal ADR adviser has a cell in the combined
operations centre. Hopefully his troops and equipment, tactically deployed and
dispersed away from the target area, will be relatively undamaged. The immediate
need is a joint reconnaissance, followed by concurrent activity in the other key
elements of ADR, namely explosive ordnance disposal, the repair of aircraft operating
surfaces and the restoration of essential services.
The first of these functions is an RAF responsibility on airfields, whereas the others
belong firmly to the Sappers and (in the case of essential services on UK airfields) to
the PSA. They are worth a closer look.
Reconnaissance
This must be undertaken by whatever means are available, whether it be helicopter,
microlite or drone from the air, armoured (preferably) or soft skinned vehicle, or in
the last resort by teams on foot. The prime requirement is speed of information.
Details of damage and casualties will flood into the operations centre from all parts
of the station, but the RAF commander's first task is the identification of a likely
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ADR TRAINING

TRAINING for airfield damage repair falls into two distinct categories-individual and
collective. The most important feature of individual RAOS training is enhancing the
ability to operate items of ADR plant to the best advantage with due regard for
safety but with the speed demanded by the situation. The young plant operator
mechanic fresh from training at the RSME is well versed in the normal earthmoving
application of the wheeled tractor and grader, but their use on crater repair requires
different techniques which must be taught and practised in the squadron. Moreover
several of the machines held by the squadrons do not feature on regular POM courses,
so ab initio training must be staged in the unit before collective repair can be practised
at troop level. To remain fully operational, the regular construction squadron needs
to spend at least a month on low level ADR training in the UK before moving to
Germany for its annual two-month spell on the parent airfield, which usually includes
at least one full scale exercise. Despite the many and diverse demands on the
construction squadrons, whether it be tours in the Falklands and Belize, overseas
projects or the insistent demands of the Regular Army Assistance Table, it is essential
that sufficient time is set aside in their busy programme for collective training in the
ADR skills on which the RAF depend in war.
Specialist training is by no means limited to crater filling. Electrical and mechanical
tradesmen in the regular squadrons must become thoroughly familiar with essential
services on the airfield, rehearse specialist skills such as cable jointing and keep pace
with new circuits and systems as each station obtains more hardened accommodation
for aircraft and support facilities. Combat engineers, too, must be well versed in
matters like protective works and the shoring up of buildings damaged by bombing
but still usable. REME forward repair teams must practice field repairs on the
squadron's plant which is stored in protective envelopes on the airfields in peace.
Finally the orchestration of damage repair at squadron level, embracing post strike
reconnaissance, tactical deployment, communications and NBC procedures must be
regularly practised. Unfortunately the rapid turnover in personnel poses a continuous
problem of retaining hard won expertise, and longer tour lengths for soldiers would
pay tremendous dividends.
Training in the TA squadrons has a very different flavour. The limited time available
during a fortnight's camp and a few training weekends each year means a gradual
build up to operational status rather than the concentrated bursts of ADR training
which characterise the regular squadron. Provided the wastage rate inseparable from
any voluntary unit can be kept below the national average-and there are signs that
it will-the volunteer squadron should be able to reach as high a standard of training
as its regular counterpart within two or three years and then maintain it. It has one
main job in war and, unlike most other TA units, will be thoroughly familiar with its
potential battleground should the balloon go up. All ranks must practise the mandatory
military skills, but in ADR terms the squadron can adopt an unusually single minded
approach to training. More basic trade training is carried out within the unit than in
the regular squadron and HGV drivers are introduced to plant-an incentive in itself
for the younger soldier to stay with the unit for the 10 years or more needed to
maintain professionalism. To avoid staleness opportunities must still be found from
time to time for squadrons to train elsewhere than on their airfield, and this year's
camp for a volunteer squadron alongside a regular squadron on a Germany airfield
is an example.
METHODS OF REPAIR

CRATER repair is a prime task facing any ADR commander. The objective is simply
to fill the hole with material which, when compacted and capped, will successfully
resist the pressures imposed by the wheels of modern jets and enable air operations
to continue.
Current Techniques
Taking the capping material first, for years we have relied on the Class 60 Bomb
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INTERNATIONAL ASPECTS

SINCE ADR is a national responsibility, there is no standardisation programme in
NATO and member countries are developing an independent capability. Yet there is
plenty of liaison and exchange of information, with each nation monitoring the other's
methods and techniques. For years the Americans have depended on the AM2 mat,
the equipment used by the Corps in 1982 to lay the highly successful airstrip at
Stanley which is still operational. The Dutch, German and US Air Forces use their
own method of concrete slab repair, whereas the French depend on a cheaper, more
labour intensive system called the "embedded mat" technique whereby a PSP type
mat is constructed from panels, dragged to the compacted hole and embedded in the
stone by roller, the edges being sealed with a quick setting resin. The Soviets, too,
have their own version of slab repair. In most Western countries ADR remains an air
force responsibility, and the British system whereby army engineers act as main
contractors for the air force arouses considerable interest. Hence visitors to Waterbeach
are plentiful!
THE FUTURE
ADR is still a young art, and there is a long way to go before repair systems measure
up to the requirements imposed by modern aircraft and the enormous loads they
place on pavements. There is much to be done improving training and developing new
techniques and equipments which will do the job faster and to higher engineering
standards, while more enhancements to the TA ADR order of battle are also possible.
For the regular officer or soldier a tour with a construction squadron provides a
completely different environment from normal combat engineering. For the territorial,
service in an ADR unit seems to attract the man who likes to identify his wartime job
and train for it hard in peace. The qualities needed to overcome the conditions imposed
by air attack on a military airfield in any future war recall the caption of the World
War One cartoon portraying two indomitable Tommies crouching for cover in a
Flanders shellhole-"If you know of a better 'ole, mate, go to it!" That is the spirit
we are looking for.
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conversation with a friend before issuing a ticket to the head of a patient queue. Often
the reply to a request for a seat on a plane, train or at a restaurant is that there is
none. No attempt is made to suggest alternatives or to be helpful generally. In a
country where everything is state owned and where any attempt at free enterprise is
stifled the individual sees little or no need to work unduly hard. In general, I sense
that life for many Russians is a struggle despite improved conditions and the better
availability of goods in comparison with earlier years. The Russian tends to fear the
worst rather than hope for the best. The state propaganda does not help in this respect,
playing an almost constant stream of comment about the threat to peace by the
imperialistic Western bloc. So fearful does this crescendo become that some people
living in Murmansk thought that the first exchanges in a nuclear war were occurring
as the Soviet ammunition and missile dump near there exploded in May 1984. The
same apprehensiveness and uncertainty was evident when Brezhnev died.
For me much of Soviet life and attitudes only began to make sense when considered
against the background of the continuous autocracy under which the people have
lived for centuries and the suffering that has been imposed on them by invaders like
the Mongols, and in this century Hitler, and also by their own leaders such as Ivan
the Terrible and Stalin who slaughtered their subjects with almost the same profligacy
as the invaders. It also needs to be remembered that whilst our own industrial
revolution occurred 150 years ago, most Russians were rural peasants until two
generations ago. The Russian experience of life therefore is very different from our
own and to be able to think as a Russian is a feat of mental gymnastics which is far
from easy for us.
CIVIL ENGINEERING
IT is a well known truism that anything newly constructed in the Soviet Union looks
instantly old when completed. This is partly because the Russians often spend years
rather than weeks or months on their construction projects with the result that some
sections of a project are genuinely old before their time. The main reason for the
statement, though, is that there is simply no quality control in the Soviet Union in the
Western understanding of the term. Whilst plant operators, concretors, steel erectors,
carpenters, electricians etc all contribute to the final structure it is nobody's responsibility to ensure that the end result is fit for its intended use. It is sufficient that the
project has been completed. The fact that the lifts, the electrics or the plumbing do
not work is immaterial. The construction industry is no exception to the norms of
Soviet life but it comes as a surprise to the engineer who immediately has qualms on
the score of safety.
I have witnessed sections of buildings coming adrift in heavy rain and narrowly
missing pedestrians and have seen cracks in buildings that one can literally put ones
fist through. Balconies of flats look so unsafe that I resolved never to put foot on one.
A fellow attache tried to persuade me out on to his balcony one day with what he
thought to be the encouraging statement that his balcony was safe; it was only the
continuation beyond to his neighbour's flat that was unsafe! Despite these weaknesses
most Soviet structures seem to survive. I can only conclude that design safety factors
must be high.
Another aspect of construction that has fascinated me is that Soviet construction
sites seem to be devoid of level marks. This is understandable in so far as roads are
concerned since they are like switchbacks. I have occasionally seen Soviet engineers
levelling but have never detected the results of their handiwork. Nevertheless most
Soviet buildings are vertical. A future sapper attach6 will have to resolve this
problem.
The muddle and incompetence is well demonstrated by the water, gas and drainage
repairs being undertaken in a well known area of Moscow, the Arbat. The area was
like the aftermath of a wartime bombing raid with craters and excavations to be seen
in every direction. This had been going on for two years with many an excavation and
repair being effected several times at the same spot. As a newcomer to Moscow and
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a witness to the start of the work I asked my driver how long the repair might
inconvenience us expecting the answer to be a few days. He cast his eye upwards and
pointed out that the overhead trollybus wires were being removed and accurately
forecast that it would be sometime yet. Russians seem to have a sixth sense about
these things, or is it just the hard school of experience?
Painting and weatherproofing is another very necessary occupation in the extremes
of climate. I have yet to see a professional tradesman painter in the Soviet Union.
Teams of enthusiastic amateurs are allotted to a building and simply weatherproof
or paint everything in sight. Windows, the pavement below and parked cars all receive
their fair share of the covering. No rubbing down or preparation of woodwork or
metalwork is undertaken beforehand except perhaps some filling of plasterwork. Work
begins and ends with the liberal distribution of paint.
In order to keep some semblance of balance to my comments I should add that I
have been impressed by the Soviet ability to improvise in the construction field. Piling,
timber shuttering and shoring seem to be of second nature to the Soviet engineer who
is equally good at improvising structures with timber. Prestige structures are a
different matter. Care is taken with the work and the finished structure is of a high
standard. A new annex to the General Staff building irn Moscow and a successful
modernisation to the forbidding Lubyanka both bear witness to this.
The majority of buildings, even new ones, look old and in need of repair. Superficially
many structures appear unsafe. Maintenance is a constant requirement but is seldom
adequate. Painting literally covers the cracks and not much more. All Soviet construction sites have a degree of permanency since the site is never cleared of debris when
the project is finished. Project landscaping is virtually unknown except in the Baltic
Republics. Construction engineering is still essentially functional in the Soviet Union
with some very rough and surprising edges.
THE SOVIET SYSTEM

IN this section I come to the heart of my comment on the Soviet Union. It is a state
that in my view is supported on the twin pillars of the Communist Party and the
armed forces. The first providing the credo and the second the means of protecting
it. Moreover, the Soviet Union is a state founded and sustained by force and structured
to resist political change. The internal infrastructure by which this is achieved I have
termed the Soviet system.
The armed forces are a visible and powerful manifestation of the system. Within
Moscow and other large cities they provide a cocoon of protection for the Party
leadership. This first came forcibly to my attention at Marshal Bagramyan's funeral
in Red Square in the autumn of 1982. To reach my position near Lenin's mausoleum
I had to pass through two cordons of KGB troops at which my pass and credentials
were checked each time. Around Lenin's mausoleum was yet a third line of KGB
troops standing shoulder to shoulder and completely sealing off the Politburo representatives from everyone else. The crowd opposite in the Square was ringed with
Internal troops. In effect the troops controlled every aspect of movement into and
within the Square and provided complete protection for the Party leadership.
This example was magnified many times over on the occasion of Brezhnev's and
Andropov's deaths. When these occurred the centre of Moscow out to a radius of
about two km was largely sealed off to normal movement by a ring of Internal troops
and conventional Ground Force troops whilst the transfer of power was being decided
and effected. The impression I gained from such deployment was of an almost
effortless ability to call on the enormous resources of armed strength to protect the
leadership of the Communist Party at a particularly vulnerable time of change.
Internal troops are used to back up the Militsia during important foreign visits to
the capital and very often a company of these troops was stationed by the bridge
across the River Moscow near the Embassy for these events. I also saw a battalion
deployed to control a football crowd in Tbilisi during a key match. Perhaps there is
a lesson for the Football Association here? Soviet matches do not suffer from
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boundary yet I was on a city bus. All the civilian passengers were turned grumbling
off the bus which was then used to drive me as a personal taxi back to my hotel. No
thought was given to the passengers who were treated as mere cyphers by the "Organs
of the State".
I have concentrated on those aspects of the Soviet system of which I have had first
hand knowledge but the tentacles of it spread through all aspects of life. Jobs, housing
and travel can all be used to exert pressure on people. External telephone calls are
controlled. Even internal telephone calls are not easy to make because telephone
directories are non-existent or are guarded like gold by the few who possess them.
Foreign radio stations are jammed and the towers carrying the jammers are a feature
of every major city. Internal passports are issued at the age of sixteen and are another
means of control for without them internal movement is restricted. Many people in
rural areas receive no passports. If they did they would desert the country for the
towns and agriculture would suffer or collapse. The media are tools of the state. Only
information which is acceptable is broadcast or published. At best Russians learn the
facts of an event; at worst they are fed disinformation, distortions and untruths. There
is an unrelieved diet of the military threat posed by the West and constant allegations
that war is imminent. As a result people are naturally jumpy and concerned. All of
the foregoing elements of the system and many more can be orchestrated at will to
enable the state to sustain and protect itself.
Finally, there is one aspect which I found particularly abhorrent. It concerns the
manipulation of people and how they may be employed as puppets in the service of
the state. I could draw on several examples but one stands out above all others in my
memory. I was present at a press conference at which Marshal Ogarkov gave the
Soviet version of events which led to the shooting down of the KAL airliner in the
autumn of 1983. As befits a Chief of General Staff he spoke well and succinctly but
I listened with increasing horror as this very able man, the then professional head of
the Soviet Armed Forces, wove a tissue of half truths and eventually a bare-faced lie
to the effect that the airliner was a US reconnaissance plane. He must have had
access to most of the real facts yet in his country's interest he was quite able to stand
up and state that black was white. Whilst I was quite aware that any Party member
would not regard it as immoral but merely his duty to follow the agreed line on a
particular issue it was a most unreal experience and quite horrifying to see the system
using Marshal Ogarkov in this way.
CONCLUSIONS AND THE FUTURE

REVULSION for the system which draws on a bankrupt ideology and which in turn
leads to political repression, economic failure and stagnation stands out above all
other memories of my time in the Soviet Union. Against this must be set a fascination
for the scale and sweep of the country, its history and its people. All Russians have
exceptionally strong ties with "Mother Russia" and my wife and I became imbued
with some of that attraction.
Despite the enormously strong grip of the system the Soviet Union is, I believe,
inherently unstable. A society that is virtually imprisoned, isolated and stagnating in
its own country must in the long term be vulnerable to change as ideas and knowledge
of achievements elsewhere in the world percolate through to the people. The portents
are there; a restlessness in Eastern Europe; dissatisfaction with an ideology by some
sections of Soviet youth; an ever increasing expansion of world communications and
with it a greater penetration of the Soviet Union; a well established understanding
that Western goods are generally much better than their Soviet counterparts; an
increasing sluggishness and a falling behind of the Soviet economy and finally a
gradual passing of the generation which was steeped in the Revolution. Exactly when
change will come or in what form is impossible to predict. It is a consolation to know
that it must.

Captain Q M B J Knowles RNZE
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Photo I Coral blasting on Rarotonga. A 30kg ringmain is initiated.

islands covers an area of approximately 2.6 million square kilometres. The population
of the Cook Islands is about 18,000, half of whom live on the main island of Rarotonga.
In 1965 the Cook Islands became a self-governing territory in free association with
New Zealand.
As the country developed, there have been greater demands on existing port
facilities, and recently priority was given to upgrading the main port of Avatiu in
Rarotonga. In conjunction with the NZ Ministry of Foreign Affairs (MFA) and the
Cook Islands Government, the NZ Ministry of Works and Development (MWD)
commenced a NZ$3.5m project to reconstruct the harbour. Scheduled to take up to
three years to complete, the project involves re-alignment of the wharves, replacement
of unserviceable sheet piling with concrete piles, dredging and deepening the inner
harbour, and widening and deepening of the harbour entrance. The latter two sections
of the task would involve the underwater use of explosives to break up the coral
deposits.
In July 1984, MWD approached the NZ Ministry of Defence (MOD) and requested
the assistance of an RNZE diving team to undertake the harbour entrance element
of the project. The task itself involved the removal of a submerged 10 metre-wide
bank of coral extending 130 metres along the western side of the harbour entrance.
MWD initial estimates suggested that approximately 4000 cubic metres of coral
would have to be removed to achieve the desired result. The existing harbour channel
was 12 metres deep and the RNZE task would be to blast the adjacent coral to a
depth of at least 6.5 metres, with the overburden being reduced to a size able to be
removed with a mechanical grab.
RECONNAISSANCE AND PLANNING

A reconnaissance team comprising myself, an RNZE senior NCO diver and the
MWD Project Manager flew civil air to Rarotonga in 26 July 1984. The reconnaissance
established that the team needed to be completely self-sufficient, as the equipment
available on the island was in a doubtful state of repair. Taking into account such
factors as the type of coral to be removed, weather conditions at that time of year,
delays likely to be caused (by the presence of civil shipping in the harbour) and
anticipated equipment serviceability, it was estimated that the task could take up to
two months to complete.

SOUTH SEAS SAPPERS
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The two major limitations in determining the dates for deployment were the onset
of the hurricane season (mid November), and RNZAF commitments on pre-planned
tasks. Both would fix the date by which time the task would have to be complete and
the team recovered to New Zealand. (The prospect of having to spend an extra month
or two in the Pacific sun was tempting but would have hardly drawn favourable
comment from Defence Headquarters). Consequently, to meet the November deadline,
it would be necessary to deploy by mid-September and this gave rise to some rapid
planning and preparation.
The team selected comprised one officer (myself), a SNCO diver (the same NCO
who had been on the reconnaissance), five Sapper divers and an RNZCT cook; the
latter being granted 'honorary sapper' status for the duration of the deployment. The
inclusion of a cook enabled the team to work flexible hours to overcome any difficulties
with delays through tides, shipping etc. However, more importantly, it ensured that
the divers had well prepared meals. The divers had been selected from units throughout
the Corps to ensure that all units would benefit from the experience gained on the
task. Since New Zealand was still feeling the cold of winter at this time, there was
no shortage of volunteers. For six members of the team, it was to be their first tour
outside New Zealand and they were obviously excited at the prospect of working in
a new environment.
The team assembled at I Field Squadron (in the Auckland area) on 3 September
1984 for pre-deployment training. This included briefings on the geography and
customs of the Cook Islands, refresher training, operation and maintenance of the
equipment being taken, fitness training and preparation of the stores for the flight to
Rarotonga. The main equipments comprised a 0.75 tonne Landrover, an Atlas Copco
250 cfm air compressor (for drilling the coral), a small concrete mixer and a diving
compressor. The multitude of other small stores brought the total payload to approximately 7300 kg.
We flew out of Auckland on 12 September 1984 courtesy of RNZAF C 130 Hercules
and five hours twenty minutes later landed in Rarotonga. Although the temperature
on arrival was 24°C (75°F), the humidity certainly made it feel much warmer-a
welcome change to the cool climate we had left in New Zealand. Coincidentally, we
had crossed the International Dateline enroute so we actually arrived the day before
we had left New Zealand; if that was not confusing enough, we also had to put our
watches forward two hours!
TASK
THE first four days after arrival were spent settling in, unpacking and preparing the
stores for work. An underwater grid system was established on the sea bed work site
to enable the divers to properly orient themselves once work commenced. The grid
comprised a weighted line which was laid along the side of the area to be blasted and
to which bouyed shotlines were attatched at ten metre intervals. To position a charge
at a specific point the diver simply descended at the initial shotline, proceeded along
the axis line to the required reference shotline then paced out at right angles the
distance required. Such a system was necessary because, although the team had
anticipated clear water conditions, a dredge operating in the inner harbour was at
times stirring up the silt and reducing visibility to less than one metre.
Once the grid has been established, the team set about establishing the size and
type of charge to use. Coral differs in hardness and on previous similar deployments
in the South Pacific it had been necessary to drill and blast the coral. At Avatiu,
however, the coral was soft enough to allow the use of plaster charges, ie, charges laid
directly on to the surface of the coral. This was an unexpected bonus as drilling coral
can be very time consuming, and cause excessive wear on machines and associated
equipment.
The method of attack employed was to establish a quarry face and, applying
quarrying techniques, work along the coral bank until the task was complete. Once
the face had been established, the task progressed quickly and by selective placement
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Photo 2 Preparation of 10kg charges
of charges it was possible to 'throw' a great proportion of the overburden into the
main channel. The initial ringmain comprised 90 kg of explosive. However, after
experimentation this was quickly reduced to 30 kg-three separate 10 kg charges
placed at five metre intervals. Tamping was not required because of the containing
effect of the water itself. The charges were connected using detonating cord (Redcord)
which was then connected to an electric detonator. This was in turn connected to D10
firing cable which was attached to the nearest buoy and then across to the firing point
located on the causeway. Charges were initiated using a Shrike exploder.
The task progressed faster than had been anticipated due largely to three factors;
first the 'softness' of the coral had saved considerable time as the charges reduced it
to fine rubble, able to be handled by the harbour authority's clamshell excavator.
Secondly, work was able to continue while shipping was present in harbour. (It had
been expected that blasting would have to be curtailed once a ship arrived in harbour;
the ship's masters, however, were quite happy for the work to continue.) Finally, the
Cook Islands Government attached three local civilians to the team to assist with the
preparation and packing of charges, thereby enabling the divers to concentrate on the
work underwater. These factors enabled the task to be completed three weeks ahead
of schedule and substantially assisted in reducing project costs overall.
EXPLOSIVES
BASED on past experience it was decided to use Ammonium Nitrate-Fuel Oil mixture
(ANFO) as the explosive. ICI (NZ) Ltd in their Manual of Quarry Blasting state the
following in regard to the use of ANFO: 'The experience of thousands of quarry
blasters throughout the world provide ample warning that the blasting performance
of ANFO cannot be relied upon in the presence of water.' Contrary to this warning,
RNZE teams have used ANFO underwater on numerous occasions without
failure-the secret lies in the packaging of the charges and the organisation of the
task to ensure that the ANFO is under water for the shortest possible time. ICI
'Nitropril' was used on this task. Being in the form of small porous spherical prill, it
absorbs fuel oil readily, resulting in a dry mix with good pouring quantities.
The ANFO was mixed on site in the concrete mixer in 30kg batches which were
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carrying fins and face masks. Running in pairs, the team ran one km legs and
completed the journey in three hours forty minutes. The locals naturally thought that
we had been affected by the heat (mad dogs and Englishman and all that...).
However, the run was a financial success, with the locals donating a total of NZ$450
towards charity.
Pacific Islanders are traditionally friendly people; certainly the Cook Islanders were
no exception and at times the team was embarrassed with the overwhelming hospitality.
The Prime Minister of the Cook Islands, Sir Thomas Davis, made several visits to the
job-site and took a personal interest in our progress. At the conclusion of the project
he honoured the team with an official function, an occasion we will long remember.
CONCLUSION

PLANNING for blasting operations of this nature is essential and requires full consul-

tation with the appropriate interested parties, such as police, harbour authorities and
public services. Avatiu Harbour remained fully operational throughout the task so
there was a need for close coordination with all concerned. Notices were published
in the local newspapers warning the public of the blasting, and radio announcements
were broadcast regularly. Indirectly, however, these tended to exacerbate the crowd
control problem. It did not take the Islanders long to realise that the blasting would
produce stunned fish; our announcements simply gave them early notice to get down
to the harbour to collect them.
For those statistically minded, the task was completed three weeks ahead of
schedule. It had consumed 3627kg of ANFO, 1336 metres of detonating cord, and
had removed nearly 4000 cubic metres of coral. Divers' personal times spent underwater ranged from 975 minutes to 1659 minutes, with the team grand total being
7534 minutes. It was a reluctant but weary team which packed up for the move back
to NZ. Sappers worldwide have the happy knack of being able to fit in with the local
community; the RNZE diving team in the Cook Islands in 1984 was no exception.
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The "Mowlem Army" Remembered
A Sapper Story
D G CARPENTER ESQ
David Carpenter joined John Mowlem & Company in 1968. After many years of
contract management he is now responsiblefor traininggraduate engineers and for
the company magazine London John. He was in the Royal Engineers and RASC as
a National Serviceman from 1947 to 1949 during which time he saw service with
British Troops Berlin. John Mowlem & Company have had close associations with
the Corpsformany years, most recently in connectionwith theirjoint venture contract
(Laing-Mowlem-ARC) for the Mount PleasantAirport in the Falklands.
No 691 (MOWLEM) General Construction Company, Royal Engineers, was raised
in a most informal manner, in response to a War Office request to the firm late in
1939, by Major E G Mowlem Burt, a Director of John Mowlem & Company. Most
of the officers, NCOs and other ranks were Mowlem volunteers, who would otherwise
have remained in their reserved occupations. One section came from the employees
of Percy Bilton Ltd.
The "Mowlem Army", as some of its old sweats affectionately remember it, was
called to the Colours at Clacton, Essex, on 12 February 1940. Its first barracks was
the Butlin's Holiday Camp, through whose grim portals came an unmilitary but
stout-hearted body of over 200 men. They hurriedly drew clothing and equipment,
suffered their inoculations and formed into sections. At this time they were joined by
the only Regular soldier in the unit, Company Sergeant-Major W Evans.
Under Major Burt, the Officer Commanding, the Company's officers had been
appointed with Direct Commission: 2Lt J H. Brass, who soon became Second-inCommand as a Captain; 2Lt J Westacott; 2Lt J W Kendrew; 2Lt R G Cross of Percy
Bilton Ltd. The NCOs were foremen, young site engineers and surveyors, including
many well-known names, then and later, like H N Gray, G W Iggulden, Fred Ball,
John Wells, Cliff Godfrey, Ken Earl, Tom Scott, Jock Brennan, and Tommy Hooker.
SEASIDE TRAINING
The company moved to Margate for about three weeks to be turned into trained
Sappers. During the second week there, John Westacott was detailed to parade the
company on the beach. It was a fierce Thanet winter. Perhaps the order "Company
will advance ... About Turn" was carried away by the wind. With commendable
fortitude and great precision, for they had been drilled several times already, the
whole company marched without hesitation into the sea. It was then that 2Lt
Westacott realised with what dedicated (if somewhat damp) soldiers he was privileged
to serve. He also recalled the apocryphal tongue-tied subaltern of an earlier War,
drilling his troops on the cliffs by Dover Castle, urgently advised by the drill-sergeant
"For God's sake say something, Sir, if it's only goodbye", as the platoon approached
the edge.
WITH THE BEF TO FRANCE
Jim Kendrew took the advance party over from Dover to Dunkirk towards the end
of February, about twenty men and the Company transport. This crack military unit
was unarmed, without identification papers, and the "Imprest Account" was £20 in
cash, a parting gift by Major Burt for emergencies. It was a wise precaution, as the
Field Cashier at first refused funds from Army sources in the absence of proper
identification. The advance party joined the BEF near Doullens under the protection
of No 1 Graves Registration Company, a somewhat ominous beginning to their active
service. The main body of the company duly sailed on 11 March, 1940, from
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the South-East. 2Lt Jim Kendrew went with him, as did Sergeants Muffett and
Trinder and a party of sappers with two or three Lewis guns and their rifles. Major
Burt had been in the HAC, the two sergeants were Territorial soldiers and Jim had
passed Certificate "A" in the OTC at school. His first task was to instruct the thirty
warriors, one by one, how to fire a service rifle, which none of them had handled
before. They set to preparing an impregnable defence, while hoards of refugees poured
through their position. Many armed and uniformed Belgian reservists were making
for Abbeville, to the south, where they hoped to join their units. One group was
relieved of an antiquated anti-tank gun, strictly for show as there was no ammunition
for it. Later that afternoon Jim Kendrew was sent back to Boulogne to seek orders.
About two miles behind the 691 Coy roadblock a single officer was creating a huge
blockage by stopping all civilian vehicles. Boulogne was crammed with refugees and
under attack by the Luftwaffe. It was obvious that this journey would be fruitless so
he turned round and went back to the road block.
Next morning, 22 May 1940, some abandoned RAF lorries were added to the
strength. An unguarded explosives dump inspired Major Burt to mine the road in
front of 691 Coy road block. Hew went forward to reconnoitre with a small party
leaving the rest behind to prepare the road for the charges. While he was away, heavy
firing developed to the South. German tanks could be seen streaming down the right
flank towards Boulogne. With great difficulty Major Burt and his party returned, still
determined to blow up the Desvres road.
Boulogne was again bombed. The weather was glorious. There was little cover, so
Tommy Burt decided to reduce the road block party, characteristically staying behind
himself with 2Lt H R Smart of 664 Coy and Sergeants Muffett and Trinder, intending
to blow the charges and withdraw by lorry. This was the last time Jim Kendrew saw
him, as the main party cut across country to avoid the rear road block on their way
back to Wimereux.
John Brass heard later, from an NCO with another RE company who was also at
the road block, that a shell had burst among the Major's small group. Two wounded
men had been taken back to Boulogne by Tom Burt. This NCO had then lost touch
with him and later found a place aboard a destroyer leaving for home.
DEATH IN CAPTIVITY
The best account we have of the Major's fate was related to Mrs E G Mowlem
Burt by a major in the Welsh Guards who had escaped from France and found his
way to England. Mrs Burt visited him at his home in 1941. He was then in poor
health but was able to tell most of the sad story.
The Guards major, with a sergeant of his regiment, had met up with the RE group
at the road block. We do not know whether they were able to blow up the road but
all hell was let loose as the advancing Germans rolled on. The two majors decided it
was essential to avoid capture and to try to get their small party back to England.
They eventually reached the coast, probably among the dunes south of Boulogne,
where they found a rowing boat on the shore, intact but without oars. Tom Burt
promptly fashioned a makeshift pair from driftwood. With one or two others he then
rowed out to a French fishing boat lying offshore to parley with the skipper. Alas, the
Frenchman could not be persuaded to sail for England.
The exact circumstances of their capture are obscure. After considerable privation
they were eventually taken and marched to a prison camp in Boulogne, where Major
Burt became seriously ill. The Welsh Guards major, to his great credit and after
much argument, persuaded the German authorities to transfer his sick comrade to a
Boulogne hospital, run by an Order of nuns. Sadly, Major Burt died there and his
grave is to be found in the smaller of the two British War Cemeteries on the heights
above the town. All this of course, was not known in England until much later. After
being reported missing, he was first recorded as a prisoner-of-war on 2 September
1940. Thus were hopes cruelly raised in the chaotic state of communications in 1940,
even through the International Red Cross.
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HOME FROM CALAIS
The erstwhile road blockers, led by Jim Kendrew, caught up with the rest of the
company near Calais. They were waiting for evacuation by a farm on the marshy
western outskirts of the town. After an uncomfortable night, sleeping in ditches when
not interrupted by air raids, the company was ordered to the Gare Maritime for
embarkation on 23 May 1940. The dockside was crammed with troops surrounding
the City of Christchurch, from which the light tanks of the 3rd RTR were being
unloaded. There were dogfights overhead and the harbour area was being shelled.
The RAF had priority for embarkation. 691 and the other airfield companies were
"RE Air Component", as they emphasised to the embarkation officers. Eventually
they were ordered to push transport and equipment into the harbour and they filed
aboard in the brilliant sunshine. The City of Christchurch crossed the channel to
Southampton in a glassy calm, disturbed only by aerial dogfights.
Captain John Brass and 2Lt John Westacott stayed behind for a last despairing
search for Tommy Burt and his men. They gathered in a few stragglers but could find
no trace of Major Burt. Overnight they joined the Royal Navy, with orders to assist
in the demolition of Calais Docks, but next morning they were told to go home, finding
places on a cargo boat which was serving as a hospital ship. As this ship left Calais
at 0630hrs on 24 May it was bombed and shelled, going aground for one dreadful
minute at the harbour entrance. They helped tend the wounded on the 24-hour voyage
via Dover to Southampton, as the RAMC doctors were dead-beat after three days
without respite on the hospital train from Belgium.
691 Coy, very tired indeed, were taken by train from Southampton, where they
disembarked at midday on 24 May 1940, in Plympton, Devon, where they rested and
regrouped. John Brass and John Westacott caught up with them in Devon. Major
Clifford Jones (from SGB) had taken over the command. After a few days they moved
to Horning and Wroxham on the Norfolk Broads, before being dispersed to RAF
stations for airfield defence, with headquarters at Coltishall, on 2 June 1940. On 7
June home leave for forty-eight hours was started on rotation for those who had served
with the BEF. Stragglers were still arriving from the Dunkirk evacuation, the last
dozen sappers rejoining on 12 June 1940. While the Battle of Britain raged and
Coltishall was occasionally attacked, it was curiously peaceful in the Norfolk
countryside.
BACK TO THE BLITZ

THE rural peace, which 691 Company RE had enjoyed in the Norfolk countryside
after their evacuation from France, was rudely shattered on 18 October 1940. On
that day the company entrained at Norwich for East London, there to assist in
repairing air raid damage and restoring essential services in Hackney, West Ham, the
Isle of Dogs and the City of London.
During this period their home was the Cassland Road Schools in Hackney, already
bomb-damaged and with much of the roof missing. The Company worked long and
hard on a dozen or more separate incidents each day for the rest of the year. Their
efforts were rewarded by an allowance of one shilling per man per day for extra
rations on 7 November. Standards of Mowlem workmanship were maintained,
particularly in the City of London, where John Westacott and others recall satisfying
the demands of the Clerks of Works with quiet pride. The repairs were made to last,
at least until the next bomb fell. One parachute mine burst fifty yards from the billet
on the night of 8 December, fortunately without causing casualties among 691 Coy.
On 1 January 1941 a forward HQ (or military City Office) was established at
Basinghall Street, covering the all-out effort of street clearance and dangerous
structures demolition after the mass incendiary raid during the night of 29 December
1940. Explosives, bulldozers and manual methods were all used with a will. The
sappers' natural enthusiasm was somewhat curbed when the Dean of St Paul's sent
out a representative to stop the work, on the grounds that they would soon succeed,
at the rate they were going, in damaging the cathedral which Hitler had failed to
burn or bomb.
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much reduced and the Company got down to some delayed military training. This
included, on 4 May 1941, a route march in respirators. The reaction of the residents
of Hampstead was not recorded but the troops thought this was taking things a little
too far (not so in hindsight, when Nazi poison gas development and stocks were
reviewed after the 1945 collapse and the service gas mask thoroughly redesigned).
COD BICESTER
On 23 July 1941 691 Coy started its long sojourn in Oxfordshire. Its first home was
a tented camp at Kidlington beside the River Cherwell. A plentiful supply of fish
augmented the adequate but somewhat monotonous rations. Then they moved to
Thames where a happy association with the local people sprang up. The Company ws
constructing the Command Ordnance Depot at Ambrosden, near Bicester. They were
subsequently billeted in Nissen huts on the site and continued the construction work
interspersed with training sessions at Shotover House, Wheatley, Oxon. It was useful
work, if less exciting than before.
NEW DESIGNATION
On 31 January 1943, No 691 General Construction Company became an Artisan
Works Company RE. By now many of the original members had left on posting or
promotion, though Sergeants Fred Bull and John Wells were still there. Just before
VE-Day they moved to Dorset, where their subsequent delight at the end of hostilities
in Europe was tempered by a "fitness for war" inspection at Lytchett Minster on 1
June 1945. However, tropical kit was not issued and they re-crossed the Channel
from Newhaven to Dieppe to build a demobilisation centre for those returning from
the Eastern theatres of war via MEDLOC.
A BEAUVOIR POSTSCRIPT
691 Coy ended the War without formal battle honours but with the satisfaction of
many jobs well done in the Mowlem tradition. One, at least, of the original members
revisited the French aerodrome at Beauvoir, on the day Brussels was liberated, 3
September 1944. Jim Kendrew had left 691 Coy on promotion for the Middle East
in June 1941. He was passing Doullens on a visit to one of his platoons which was up
with the spearhead. On impulse he diverted to Beauvoir. From the main road the
runway looked much as it had done on leaving in May 1940 but the airfield had been
used as a Vl "doodlebug" launching site. It had been very heavily bombed, with
wrecked launching ramps over by the woods and wrecked transport nearby. Unburied
German dead lay near the wreckage. It had happened very recently. There was not
a soul around and it was deathly quiet. Jim and his driver mutually decided this was
not time for further investigation. He never returned.
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New Town Development Corporations
BRIGADIER C H COWAN CBE, DL, MA, C Eng, MICE
This paper was presented by the authorat the Association of Municipal Engineers'
Conference. "Engineeringfor the Future", held in June 1984, and the information
in it was correct at that date. An afternote to this paper brings subsequent developments up to date. The paperis published by permission of the Institution of Civil
Engineers who retain the copyright.
A number of members of the Corps have played a significant part in the New
Towns' movement. The first New Town General Manager, appointed at Stevenage
in 1947. was Major General A C Duff, whose contribution has never been properly
recognised; the first General Manager at East Kilbride was Major General W E R
Dickson appointed afew months later; since then there have been BrigadierH G W
Hamilton (Corby 1968-1980), the Author (Cumbernauld since 1970) and Brigadier
R A S Rickets (Irvine since 1981). In addition BrigadierJohn R Blomfield and
Brigadier Michael W Biggs were managers under the New Towns' Commission of
former new towns-and there may well have been others.
SYNOPSIS

AN account is given of the British new town movement since 1945, of its achievements
and prospects, and of the underlying means. The effectiveness is discussed of the
development corporation constitution and powers in co-ordinating and promoting the
rapid and finite development of a new town; and this is related to current and possible
future developments.
INTRODUCTION

BEYOND its obvious meaning, there is no ready definition of the term "Development
Agency". The Scottish, Welsh and Northern Ireland Development Agencies, for
example, are not primarily concerned with the development of real estate, let alone
of specified localties; but these are the precise functions of the new town and urban
development corporations. Perhaps the whole range of these agencies might be
described as differing species of the genus Quango, or Quasi-Autonomous NonGovernmental Organisations (though, as the recent report to Parliament observed, a
more proper term in the acronym would be "Non-Departmental"). (Ref 1).
Whatever the definition, the British new towns' programme is of fundamental
significance to any discussion of development agencies; it came into being in face of
the massive problems of reconstruction and relief or urban overcrowding following
World War 2, and there are few examples in any western country of development
agencies of any sort before the war. The best known, indeed, may be the Tennessee
Valley Authority set up by the Federal United States Government in 1933 to develop
and control the natural resources of the valley; and it is significant in this context
because, despite its great success in the development of regional resources, it led to
much concern at the risks inherent in the control of regional development by a board
appointed by Washington, lacking any direct local political responsibility.
The British new towns are approaching the end of their fourth decade, and their
achievement is there for all to see; they have been studied and copied by many
countries, and their innovations have spread across the whole of Britain. Some of the
towns, particularly in Scotland, will continue well into the fifth decade. While therefore
the time of greatedst activity is past, and a review of achievement can be attempted,
a significant and challenging future remains. The contribution of such a study to a
debate on development agencies is of course in terms of bodies directed to the physical
and economic development of specified localities.
In no sense is any comparison intended with the operation of local authorities. The
members of the latter are elected and depend, if they are to remain in office, on
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retaining the approval of the majority of their voters; and such a system is well
adapted to the running of the services of established communities. In contrast, the
new town corporation is a developer, set up by parliament to carry out the specific
task of planning and building its own new town, and which disappears when it has
done its job.
HISTORY

THE British new town movement derives from a long and honourable series of
experiments with the concept of "ideal communities" in which healthy and contented
people could live a good life, and produce more in happy surroundings. In the
nineteenth century several small townships were realised of which Robert Owen's
New Lanark, Cadbury's Bourneville and Lever's Port Sunlight are perhaps best
known.
In 1898 came the first clear statement of the concept of a self-contained town of
some 30,000 people, in Ebenezer Howard's great work "Tomorrow: A Peaceful Path
to Real Reform" (later re-issued as "Garden Cities of Tomorrow"). This led in 1901
to the foundation of the Garden City Association; and in 1903 the Pioneer Company
was formed to buy 3,800 acres in Hertfordshire to build Letchworth. This town and
its successor Welwyn Garden City (begun in 1920) were successful socially and
environmentally, but ran into serious economic problems arising from the hugh outlay
of capital, and the slow build-up of an economic return.
By the late 1930s the debate as to how to overcome the problems of urban sprawl,
overcrowding and ribbon development was intense. In 1940 a Royal Commission, on
the Distribution of the Industrial Population (the Barlow Report), proposed a range
of measures including the construction of new towns, together with trading estates,
greenbelts, some twenty to thirty miles from the City Centre. The quantum of dispersal
was staggering; no less than 1.25 million people, of whom 0.5 million were to go to
the satellite towns. There was a similar process in Scotland; The Abercrombie and
Matthew Clyde Valley Regional Plan (1946), commissioned by an Advisory Committee set up in 1943, recommended the building of new towns, the expansion of
smaller ones and the reservation of open country. The dispersal proposed was of the
same proportion as for London, reducing the population of Glasgow from about 1.2
to 1.0 million.
So it came about that, when the post-war government turned to the problems of the
bombed and worn-out cities of Britain, there was no lack of ideas as to what might
be done. The problem was how to do it, and this was put to a committee chaired by
Lord Reith, the formidable father of the BBC. In the space of barely six months up
to April 1946, he produced proposals which have formed the basis for new town
building ever since. In a matter of weeks after he reported they became law in the
New Towns Act (1946), which provided essentially that the appropriate Secretary of
State could designate areas as new town sites; that he could appoint development
corporations for each town consisting of a chairman and eight members, all part-time;
and laying down a framework of specific powers and responsibilities.
On such a quickly devised foundation the government embarked between 1946 and
1950 on a programme of fourteen new towns, eight in the "London Ring", two each
in Scotland and in County Durham, and one each in Wales and the East Midlands.
One must marvel at the speed and assurance with which it was done, and reflect that
only the urgency and common national resolve to rebuild the country at the time
made it possible.
The Table (see annex) records the subsequent development by generations or
"Marks", which gives a pointer to the period of designation and to the philosophy
current at the time. This is no more than a rough guide, as each town is unique,
intended to serve its own particular purpose. Broadly half of the Marks I and II towns
began on generally "green field" sites, the remainder being expansions of existing
towns; and the later Mark Ills may be described as sub-regional growth centres, based
on existing towns and directed as well to their urban renewal.
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The progression is clear, from the first towns on largely greenfield sites to the much
more complex undertakings of later years, involving close partnership with the host
local authorities. This reflected the progress of the earliest towns, and the establishment
of their potential as centres of economic growth. The complexities of Telford,
Washington, Central Lancashire and Milton Keynes may be a far cry from Reith's
deliberations; but his blueprint has served as the basis for all the developments from
the first new towns, and indeed for the recently formed urban development
corporations.
In the early 1970s the climate of opinion began to change. Several new towns had
been completed and others were almost finished. The expected national population
growth had not materialised, and the economy was in decline. Urban renewal came
to be seen as a greater need and, in 1976, the Environment Secretary (Peter Shore)
spoke of switching resources to the inner city. The process began in England of
revising target populations and setting completion dates. It is expected that by the
end of 1985 the only remaining English development corporations will be Telford,
Milton Keynes, Peterborough and Warrington; and Cwmbran is to continue in Wales
until 1988.
In Scotland there is a different state of affairs. Through the 1970s the primary role
of the five new towns had shifted from overspill to that of centres of economic growth,
in which they have been markedly successful. The Scottish Secretary acknowledged
this in 1982, emphasising the major importance of their contribution to the Scottish
economy, and saying that he did not envisage the winding up of any of the towns
being complete before 1990. Meanwhile a study is in hand of what remains to be done
in each town, with a view to deciding at what percentage of its current designated
population the winding up should begin.
ACHIEVEMENTS

IT is easy to say that the new towns are there for all to see; that they have largely
done their job; and that they have been eminently successful socially, economically,
technically and so on. This is broadly true but, as a Commons Expenditure SubCommittee remarked in 1974, there is a lack of analysis and systematic evaluation
of new town policies and programmes. With such disparate undertakings, the problems
involved in such an evaluation are apparent; indeed the Department of Environment
stated to the Sub-Committee that the new towns were not conceived as, and do not
constitute, a single programme so much as a series of programmes resulting from
decisions taken at a number of points since 1964. This has been criticised (Ref 2) as
tending to obscure objectives, divergent policies and indeed the "dilution of a visionary
social programme"; but it seems inescapable that regional needs and objectives will
change greatly in the three decades or so required to build a town. Certainly the
towns' pragmatic ability to adapt to changes of all sorts has stood them in good stead.
However this may be, there is no doubt that the success and originality of the new
town movement in many fields is generally recognised, not least by foreign experts
and governments.
In terms of numbers over two million people now live in new towns, about 4% of
the British population; 1.1 million have moved into them, and 0.9 million work in
them. 400,000 houses have been built, and 131 million square meters factory space.
The population of the eight London ring towns, at 512,000, matches the Abercrombie
proposal of 1944. The Scottish new towns have accepted some 65,000 people from
Glasgow alone.
That the new towns have succeeded socially cannot be questioned, despite considerable difficulties in the early days of most towns. But the present massive buying of
corporation houses by their tenants, and the low rates of turn-over of residents provide
clear evidence that people like living in their towns. In this three factors are of
particular interest. First, anyone coming to a new town did so of his own free will; and
the decision to leave a well-known neighbourhood, with all its associations, can seldom
have been easy. It called for thought and enterprise, and a real commitment to a big
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new venture. Second, corporations have succeeded over the years in achieving a
balance in their communities appropriate to their roles and surroundings, eg socially,
in housing, employment, education, leisure and many other fields. Third, corporations
set up social development sections designed to help newcomers to settle in, and to
foster community activities of every possible variety. A small government allowance
(the "Amenity Fund") was of crucial importance in persuading local authorities and
other agencies to proceed with essential social facilities, eg meeting rooms, sports
centres, swimming pools, playing fields, etc.
The potential of new towns as growth points was fully established by the mid-50s,
and was a major reason for the designation of the second generation of towns in the
'60s. With so much going for them-committed people in balanced communities-they
were well placed to succeed; but there were other reasons. Whether by happy accident
or not, the New Towns Act 1946 provided just the powers necessary to enable
corporations to give quick and effective decisions. In the corporations the early years
had knit the various professions together, and a real devotion had built up to the
towns' objectives; for there can be few more rewarding tasks than to take part in the
development of a new town, and seeing it appear before your eyes. So there grew up
in every town a team capable of imaginative promotion and quick decision, based on
a balanced view of all the professions involved. They knew their industrialists and
what they wanted; they were in close touch with government and with local authorities
and agencies; and they could deliver what was wanted, fast.
Precise figures are not easy to find, but a fair estimate of the net jobs created on
industrial estates alone in the British new towns is of the order of 0.5 million, and a
roughly similar figure has built up in all other employments, eg shops, schools, services,
etc. Maybe many of these jobs could have gone elsewhere, had there been no new
towns; but they have in the event gone where they are needed, and to planned
communities offering far more than would otherwise have been available. As an
example of new towns contributing to a regional economy, the five Scottish towns
increased their industrial employment by 48% between 1971 and 1979, compared
with a fall of 10% elsewhere in Scotland. Between 1979 and 1982 they lost 27%, as
compared to the overall Scottish figure of 23%; but there already is clear evidence
that this downturn is being reversed, and that the new towns will lead Scotland out
of the recession.
The new town programme gave some thirty separate teams the opportunity of
developing their ideas in as many new towns, over periods of two to three decades.
The results "have caught the eye and imagination of architects and planners, and
many others, all over the world. They are visited and photographed, admired and
disparaged, praised and criticised by thousands of people every year. The architecture
has been described as dull, drab and visually uninspired. But illustrations of development in London's new towns adorn every substantial book on planning" (Ref 3).
In town layouts, house and factory designs and in shopping centres new ideas have
been tested and developed. If some have failed, the great majority have not; and their
adoption outside new towns affords the proof. The recognition early on of the
importance of landscaping has been of enormous benefit, and its influence is to be
seen throughout the land.
In the later development corporations, charged with expanding and renewing older
towns, the principle of partnership has developed to the extent that joint committees
of members and officials of both the existing local authorities and the development
corporations have learnt to work together fruitfully and, in some cases, local authority
officials have acquired a second function as members of the corporations' management
teams. In general, given time, the inevitable differencies of opinion have been resolved
into common and constructive policies. Such an expedient requires much care and
cherishing; but, to the credit of both sides, it has been made to work effectively and
can fairly be put forward as an example of what might be done in development
enterprises outside the new town movement.
It is generally held that the programme has represented good value for the taxpayers'
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money. The first twelve towns in England and Wales paid their way within twelve
years of their beginning; that is, after covering interest during construction and
repayment on total expenditure (set over sixty years) they were showing a revenue
surplus of about £2m. After thirty years the eight London towns showed an accumulated surplus of 19% on the advances made to them. But the return in the second and
third generation towns will be slower in coming, partly because they began at lower
overall rents and they carry the cost of certain industrial incentives (eg rent free
periods), and partly because having started later they have had to borrow at higher
rates of interest. Following the Government's decision to sell off the property assets
of the new towns in 1979, almost £600m had been realised by the end of 1983 in the
English towns alone. Such an assessment is of course in terms of money, and takes
no account of the hugh social benefits; nor of the relief to the overcrowded cities, nor
of the improved quality of life made possible for some two million people.
The new towns could not but be innovators, and indeed the concept itself has been
one of continous innovation, from the first simple towns to the partnership towns and
the much more complex third generation; and from them the new urban development
corporations are in direct line of descent. The physical innovations, in layouts of
housing and industry, shopping centres, housing design, landscaping, road and transportation systems and so on need no enumeration. But there are many others:
corporate workings of the various disciplines; techniques of promotion, and many
aspects of social development. In the arts and sports much has been done, in particular
where a leader or teacher of talent has emerged; every town has its specialities and
they grow through the years.
Because of their relative freedom from physical and institutional constraints, new
towns became ideal places for the testing of new ideas. Some may have been too
radical for more orthodox bodies to try; certainly the corporations attracted in their
hayday many forward thinking minds, and an atmosphere was generated in.which
original ideas could be pursued with enthusiasm. Government itself has tried out many
innovations in new towns, eg graduated rents, sale of housing and partnership activities,
particularly in the field of finance.
Although the new town movement has largely served its purpose, there is still much
to do in the towns whose corporations are to continue beyond 1985. If there have been
errors and misjudgements, the successes and innovations far outweight them; the
nation has had value for its money. It is fair to say that the British movement has led
the world and that the New Towns Act (1946), and its subsequent implementation,
has the admiration of competent observers throughout the world.
How WAS IT DONE?

THE whole programme stems from the New Towns Act (1946), a piece of legislation
remarkable for its scope, flexibility and directness. It has been modified through the
years by subsidiary legislation in England and Scotland, but there has been no change
in principle and much of it has been used in the legislation for the recently formed
urban development corporations. The main provisions are strikingly simple. The Act
empowers the appropriate Secretary of State (in England, Scotland or Wales) to
designate the area of the new town, to appoint a development corporation (usually
one for each town) and to advance sixty-year loans to it at National Loan Fund rates
of interest; it gives corporations powers to acquire and dispose of land; to provide
infrastructure and build on it; to contribute to local government and local agencies
in the provision of essential services and amenities; and to do "anything necessary or
expedient for the purposes of the new town".
In effect, the whole of the government's intention to build a town is delegated to
its corporation; but the corporation is accountable to its Secretary of State in detail,
project by project, and in terms of forecasting and budgeting. He in turn is answerable
to Parliament, and thus the corporation is subject to control and monitoring in the
same way as any other central government activity. Corporations in no sense replace
local authorities, and the whole thrust of the various acts is towards the completion
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of the towns and the dissolution of their corporations. Allowance is made for certain
activities in parallel, eg corporations are effectively housing authorities; and there is
detailed provision for consultation on planning issues, both for overall and major
proposals, and for the host of lesser planning matters which arise in the building of
the town.
It is obvious that the quality of a corporation's work will depend critically on the
appointment of the chairman and members; and it is one of the highlights of the
movement that successive governments have, in general, maintained the quality and
continuity of corporation boards. Originally they comprised a chairman, deputy
chairman and seven members, and this was raised in England to a total of thirteen
in 1976. In present practice about half the members are politicians at county (region
in Scotland) and district level, and the remainder are chosen for their special knowledge
and experience, eg in industry, estates management, commerce or, say, as an accountant. They are usually appointed for four year periods, and some serve several terms.
Together they constitute a powerful reservoir of support for their manager and staff;
and they are well informed on, and sensitive to local political issues. Their contribution
and the hours they put in bear no relation to their small salaries.
The Board appoints a manager and a team of chief officers. Organisations vary but
all are simple, embracing the main disciplines of architecture and planning, engineering, finance, commerce, legal/administration and housing/social development.
There are board meetings once or twice monthly, supplemented by regular officers'
meetings at all levels. A particular feature is the readiness with which an established
corporation can set up inter-disciplinary teams at all levels, so that decision making
is delegated as far down as possible. For most of the life of a corporation, there is
vigorous development in hand on all fronts and only too often they impinge on each
other. So there is constant pressure for quick decisions, particularly in industrial and
commercial matters, and the whole organisation is devised to enable this; it is common
practice for the chairman and manager to anticipate board decisions, and to have
them confirmed later.
From time to time the criticism is made that boards are unrepresentative and
secretive, because members are appointed rather than elected, and board meetings
are not open to the press or public. But in many ways their activities are nearer those
of a commercial organisation than of a local authority. For much of the town's growth,
existing interests have to be balanced against those of people, industries and commercial
interests which have not yet arrived; and a larger proportion of the board's business
is taken up with matters of commercial confidence than is often realised. Above all
the boards serve a national remit rather than a local one, and the urgent and consistent
action required of them is not always compatible with the recurrent political pressures
generated by elections. A further criticism, that boards are unaccountable, cannot be
sustained; they are accountable through their Secretary of State to Parliament, and
have often been the subject of scrutiny by select committees. A parliamentary question
can highlight a new town issue as fast as any inquiry to a local authority.
As has been said, boards are well equipped to sense local views and trends. They
must constantly be pre-occupied to secure as much support and co-operation as
possible from local authorities and interest groups of all sorts. Few corporations can
have had plain sailing all the way, but all have arrived at effective working arrangements. Regular meetings are held with local authorities; corporation proposals and
activities are explained through the local press and by exhibitions, and every opportunity is taken to meet community councils and other interest groups.
The achievement of effective co-operation is in fact one of the main objectives of
any corporation, spread across almost every field of its activities. In the later towns,
of course, the very purpose of the corporation is partnership, in expanding old towns
and in fostering regional growth in generally urban areas; but such co-operation
extends far beyond relations with local authorities. All corporations work closely with
the industrial and commercial undertakings in their towns, whether in helping them
to settle in, to expand or to weather the economic pressures of the times; over the
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years they have learnt much, not least that the best advertisement for industrial and
commercial location in a new town is a really satisfied operator already in the town.
Equally important are joint operations to fund new developments, eg for town centres,
industrial estates, in which corporations and financial institutions (pension funds,
insurance companies) work up financing schemes in which both parties share the
rental growth arising over the years; with rent reviews now at three or four yearly
intervals, growth so far has generally been well above the rate of inflation.
With the change of objectives from 1978 towards private housing and owneroccupation corporations are more and more involved in partnership activities in
housing; with developers in opening up private estates; with individuals building their
own houses; in various forms of joint ownership, and in joint design. From the
beginning of the new town movement, corporations have striven to achieve the new,
surprising and sometimes apparently unattainable, with gas, water and electricity
undertakings; and right well they have been served. Corporations are of course in no
way exempt from the usual fire and building control requirements, and they have
learnt-sometimes the hard way-how best to achieve their ends within the
regulations.
It takes twenty to forty years to build a new town, in which period there will be
changes undreamt of at its designation. The overall objectives must clearly be to build
the best possible town related to the target population laid down; and, with very few
exceptions, this has been acheived. But so many things may change-the target itself;
the designated area; the local political scene and the perceived needs; housing
requirements; rates of growth-indeed almost anything except the actual location of
the town. Changes of government may substantially alter objectives. In all this the
corporation has to hold to its long term aim, and to turn changing circumstances to
the best benefit it can devise. It is a balancing act in which civil servants can (and
nearly always do) provide a steadying hand; and the experience and quality of board
members and staff are invaluable.
An extreme example of a fundamental change in the role of the town is that of
Glenrothes, undertaken originally as a new community in which miners would live
alongside an average mix of other trades and occupations, and work in a projected
super-pit nearby. When flooding forced the abandonment of the pit in 1962, the town's
future seemed grim; but within a few years the foundations were laid of a flourishing
electronic industry, now one of the most successful in Europe. In another instance,
designation of a corporation was sought, welcomed and cherished by its host county;
but the successor authority set up in the 1970s' re-organisation of local government
has chosen to oppose the new town concept forcibly. If this conflict has not yet been
fully resolved, the new town concerned would acknowledge the good working arrangements which have developed in all executive fields with the new local authority.
A final reflection on the working of corporations is that it takes several years to
build up an effective staff and working system. Once run in, members believe in their
officers, and the professions know and trust each other at all levels; a formidable sense
of purpose and motivation should develop. But this cannot be taken for granted; time
must be allowed for it to come about. There is no such thing as an instant quango.
Per contra, it is a sad reflection that the disbandment of a corporation brings the
dispersal of an experienced and tested team, which would take years to replace.
THE WAY AIHEAD

TIE New Towns Act (1946) provided simply that the Secretary of State concerned
could order the dissolution of a development corporation once the purposes for which
it had been established had been substantially achieved, with the assets being
transferred to the local authority. By the mid 1950s second thoughts arose; the
possibility of new towns becoming profitable became apparent, and debate began as
to the final disposal of their assets. In 1959 legislation provided in England for the
setting up of a New Towns Commission (NTC) to take over and manage the property
(housing, industrial and commercial) previously vested in corporations, which duly
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took place in respect of Hemel Hempstead and Crawley (1962), and Welwyn Garden
City and Hatfield (1966). But this arrangement, with local housing subject to central
control by the NTC meeting in London, failed to satisfy local interests or the Labour
Government of the late 1960s. Finally, after several studies and consideration by the
Expenditure Sub-Committee in 1974/5, an amending Act in 1976 provided for the
preparation of schemes for the transfer of English corporation housing to local
authorities. The NTC was to continue to operate in respect of industrial and
commercial property but, following the crackdown on quangoes by the Conservative
Government in 1978/9, its precise future has been in doubt; it seems however a fair
deduction that, as these assets are the result of investment by central government,
some form of central control must continue.
Accordingly, with the exception of the four third generation towns (Telford, Milton
Keynes, Peterborough and Warrington), the English new towns are approaching final
wind-up, which is due to be complete in 1985. The remaining four towns have clear
targets and the prospect of wind-up in the late 1980s. Their tasks are those of
modernisation of their areas, encouragement of private housebuilding and owner
occupation, using capital receipts to achieve their ends; and such commercial and
industrial development as can be arranged within the limits of cash available from
government or from the roll-over of their own assets.
With the statement in 1982 by the Scottish Secretary that no new town in Scotland
will complete wind-up before 1990, the five Scottish towns still have major tasks
ahead. Although they share the objectives of the remaining English new towns, their
primary function is to be centres of economic growth, attracting as much industrial
and commercial investment as they can; to which end they work closely with the
Scottish Development Agency (SDA). This Agency was set up in 1975 to bring
together a wide range of functions, from those of the former Scottish Industrial
Estates Corporation, to the rehabilitation of dereliction across the country; from the
Glasgow Eastern Area Renewal project to investment banking, and the industrial and
commercial promotion of Scotland. For this last activity the body "Locate in Scotland"
(LIS) was formed in 1981, directed and staffed jointly by the Scottish Office and the
SDA; and close co-operation with LIS is of increasing importance to the Scottish
New Towns in their primary role.
There is specific provision in the SDA Act of 1975 for the transfer to the SDA on
wind-up of the Scottish new towns' industrial and commercial assets, which parallels
the English new towns' disposal to the NTC. There had been no change in Scotland
from the provision in the 1946 Act for housing assets to be transferred to local
authorities, and this remains the basis of current planning.
Much of this account of the Way Ahead has necessarily been devoted to the
dissolution of corporations and the dispersal of their assets; but there must be no
doubt that the ten or so towns continuing beyond 1985 have very substantial objectives,
and major contributions still to make in their regions. In particular it is to be hoped
that the aptitude of the towns as venues for the trial of new ideas will be exploited.
The social complexion in Britain is changing fast, and no solutions are yet seen to the
problems of unemployment and enforced leisure; here is a field for imaginative
experiment, with the means on hand to carry it out.

KEY CHARACTERISTICS

THE key characteristics are of two sorts: those derived from the 1946 Act, and its
application by government to individual corporations; and those which, by common
experience, have developed within the corporations themselves. The main elements of
the former include:
(a) A clear and simple remit; the corporation is to carry out a specified development
in a given area and, when it has done so, it will cease to exist.
(b) The provision of powers, under suitable control by government, to plan, to
acquire land, and to develop.
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(c) The assurance of sufficient funds over a period of decades to achieve the
infrastructure, development and private funding necessary to build the town.
(d) The appointment and maintenance of boards of appropriate calibre, continuity,
local representation and balance.
Such a framework has enabled corporations to achieve the following:
(a) A concentration on the single objective such that a local authority, with multiple
pressures and periodical elections, could not obtain.
(b) A closeness, continuity and consistency of management, which central government alone could not provide; and which often involves the honouring of commitments
over decades.
(c) An immediate sensitivity to local politics and trends, and effective communications with the press and with interest groups of all sorts.
(d) A simple and flexible working organisation allowing corporate decision making,
the maximum of delegation and working of inter-disciplinary teams.
(e) Motivation and continuity of working among members and staff at all levels.
(f) The ability to make decisions, and consequent submissions to government, with
the minimum of delay.
(g) The accumulation of special experience and skills in many field. Particular
examples are the provision of a "one-door approach" for the foreign industrialist, to
guide him through the problems of location, Government and local regulations, etc;
and the promotion of private resources to exploit the publicly provided infrastructure,
eg in shopping centres, hotels, industrial estates etc.
In all its working, the relationship between a corporation and central government
is of critical importance. With rare exceptions, the government departments responsible
for new towns have been understanding of their problems and needs and the towns
have learnt how best to present their cases. In the devolution of financial powers and
monitoring and the routine of project-by-project control of development, the system
has worked well, with corporation and government staff in constant touch. Many
corporations have benefitted from the ability of civil servants to chart a way through
a labyrinth of apparently insurmountable regulations, to achieve a desired objective.
As a sidelight on the scale of government, it is a fact that the Scottish new towns
perceive a more effective and sensitive control than their English counterparts. This
is in no sense a criticism of Whitehall itself; rather that an office governing five million
people with five new towns (all within sixty miles) seems more aware of local needs
and aspirations than one with fifty million people and say, twenty towns. This is often
held to be one of the advantages of the German Lander, with average populations of
six million; and the population of Scotland is 5.25 million.
CONCLUSION

FEW programmes in the history of Britain can have spread over almost four decades,
with clear and sustained objectives and a common method of execution. The achievement reflects the magnitude of the tasks identified by Barlow and Abercrombie; two
million people now live in new towns, 0.5 million in the London ring alone. Whether
different overall policies in location, target populations and objectives could have done
better is outside the scope of this study; but what is clear beyond doubt is that the
New Towns Act 1946 and the organisations and practices which flowed from it have
proved highly effective.
If it is possible to identify the main characteristics underlying this effectiveness, it
is fair to speculate that they should be at least as significant not only in current urban
development activities, but in other projects still to come. The massive problems of
urban renewal will be with us for decades; and the experience of the later "partnership"
development corporation must be relevant. Perhaps there could be some joint government/local authority initiative to set up locality task forces, or "mini-development
corporations" to undertake this great commitment.
The development and sophistication of such partnership activities calls for imagination and constant care on the part of all bodies involved; and, whatever else changes,
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the proper balance between central government control and local interests, which the
new towns' programme has generally maintained, will remain as critical as it was
with the Tennessee Valley Authority in the 1930s.
The remaining development corporations contain teams of skills amounting to a
national asset which would take years to replace; and while they exist they offer a
unique facility for the testing of fresh ideas, which could be of crucial value in this
changing world.
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Annex A
THE BRITISH NEW TOWN PROGRAMME

MARK Is
Stevenage
Crawley
Hemel Hempstead
Harlow
Newton Aycliffe
East Kilbride
Peterlee
Hatfield
Welwyn Garden City
Glenrothes
Basildon
Bracknell
Cwmbran
Corby

Designation

Dissolution

Original
Population

1946
1947

1980
1962
1962
1980
1985
(a)
1985
1966
1966
(a)
1985
1982
1988
1980

6.700
9,100
21,000
4.500
60
2.400
200
8,500
18,500
1.100
25,000
5,150
12,000
15,700

1948

1949
1950

Current
Target
Population

Population
Planned for
Dissolution

Population
In March
1983

74,400
72,200
76,300
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
79,300
xxxxxxxx
27,000
25.150
82,500
70,600
xxxxxxxx
25,000
23,400
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
25,200
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
40,500
55.000
36,500
00000000000oooooooooooooooooooo
98.640
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
48,830
55,000
45,600
XxxxxxxxxxxXxxxxxxx
47,750
xxxXXxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx
xxxxxxxxxxxxxXXxxxX
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Annex A (cont)
THE BRITISH NEW TOWN PROGRAMME
Designation

Dissolution

Original
Population

MARK IA
Cumbernauld
1955(a)
3,000
MARK lls
Skelmersdale
1961
1985
10,000
Livingston
1962
(a)
2,100
Redditch
1964 1984 or 1985
32,000
Runcorn (b)
late 1980s
28,500
Washington
1985
20,000
MARKS Ills
Irvine
1966
(a)
34,600
Milton Keynes
1967
late 1980s
40,000
Peterborough
late 1980s
81,000
Northampton
1968 1984 or 1985
133,000
Warrington (b)
late 1980s
122,300
Telford
late 1980s
70,000
Central Lancashire
1970
1985
234,500
Key: xxxx Corporations wound up by January 1984.
oooo Corporations due to wind up in 1984 or 1985

Current Population
Target Planned for
Population Dissolution
70,000
oooooooo
43,200
70,000
oooooooooooooooooooo
oooooooooooooooooooo
95,000
180,000
150,000
oooooooooooooooooooo
157,800
124,000
oooooooo
260,000

Population
In March
1983
49,000
41,600
38,600
68,250
65,000
55,000
56,300
107,000
124,000
163,500
139,800
108,000
252,800

Notes:
(a) No dissolution dates have been set for the Scottish development corporations. Ministers
have stated that no dissolution is expected of any corporation before 1990; they are now
considering at what percentage of target population (or other bench mark) the process of
wind-up should begin in each town.
(b) Runcorn and Warrington Development Corporations were merged in 1981.
(c) The following new towns have not been included:
(1) Newtown (Montgomeryshire), because the commitments of its corporation, the MidWales Development Corporation (and of its successor, the Development Board for
Rural Wales) extend beyond that of Newtown itself, which is a comparatively small
development with a population in March 1983 of 8,800.
(2) Stonehouse (Lanarkshire), designated in 1973. The project was ended in 1976.
(3) Craigavonm Antrim, Ballymena and Londonderry; their circumstances and local
government powers differ in principle from those in Britain.
(d) All figures are based on information available in February, 1984.
Afternote (May 1985):
(1) The dates for the dissolution of a number of English Development Corporations have been
deferred as follows (correct to April 1985):
Redditch and Northampton .
.
.
.
.
1985
Central Lancashire .
.
.
.
.
.
.
1986
Newton Aycliffe, Peterlee and Washington .
1988
(2) The Secretary of State for Scotland has stated that, subject to a revision in 1989, no
Scottish new town will begin winding up before 1990, and that wind-up should begin when
each town reaches the following percentages of target population:
East Kilbride
90%
Glenrothes .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
79%
Cumbernauld .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
. 77%
Livingston .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
71%
Irvine .
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
66%
It is generally understood that the process of wind-up, once the percentages above have been
reached, will take up to five years.
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AW-W remembers him during the "phoney war" having "the difficult task of trying
to turn us into useful officers. We particularly remembered one day when, after trying
to visit a seemingly impossible number of bridges and prepare schemes for their
demolition in the time allotted we all sat on the edges of our chairs and stopped a not
inconsiderable rocket for our pains. However, he always commanded respect and
affection as our CRE and we could not have wanted anyone else." He was noted for
his immaculate dress in breeches and riding boots. On the beach at Dunkirk when he
ordered his batman to get on a boat, Spr Drew insisted first on him changing his boots
so as to ensure that his new ones did not fall into the hands of the Germans. Alas,
they were ruined anyway when he waded out to sea.
Two brief tours followed, first as Chief Engineer 3 Corps, then as Commandant
SME until in August 1942 he was appointed Chief Engineer 1st Army and went as
such to North Africa. Then in 1943 he was Chief Engineer 15th Army Group during
the invasion of Sicily. In October 1943 he was appointed Chief Engineer Allied
Armies in Italy with the temporary rank of Major General and in March 1945 became
Chief Engineer Allied Forces Headquarters (Mediterranean). He was promoted
substantive Major General in February 1945 with seniority December 1943 and
retired in December 1946. He was awarded the DSO in 1940, CBE in 1943 and CB
in 1944.
On retirement from the Army General Coxwell-Rogers continued to lead an active
life. He managed the Country Club and estate at Rossley Manor, Dowdeswell, on
behalf of his son until the Club closed in 1965. He maintained his interest in hunting
which he and his wife Diana, South Berks born and bred, had enjoyed in their early
married life, hunting regularly with the Cotswold Hounds and serving on their
committee for many years. In the words of IDN: "As Chairman of the local Royal
British Legion, he infused it with new life. He was wholeheartedly involved in every
worthwhile local activity. He remained fearless and at the age of seventy or more he
could encounter a burglar in his home with such wrathful dignity as to make the
burglar remove his shoes and sit before him on the stairway until encircled by the arm
of the law" and again, summing up his career: "He had gifts of outstanding leadership
and professional expertise. Whatever he commanded that command excelled in quality.
He won and earned the trust and admiration of all he commanded; his friendship
enriched all who were privileged to know him as a friend."
Of recent years ECWM writes: "Until three years ago he and Diana regularly
attended the Colonels Commandant "At Home" as host to his Sapper contemporaries
and friends. More recently, with failing memory but physically incredibly active for
his years, he has been watched over by his ever loyal wife, Diana. It was no easy task
to control him. More than once he fell and got lost on a long walk by himself. His
ultimate death directly resulted from the shock of such a fall and a very bad break
of his leg."
ECWM. AW-W, IDN, BMA, CDS
COLONEL J O M ALEXANDER DSO MC TD DL
Born 29 March 1916 died 2 July 1984, aged 68
JOHN OSMOND MACDONALD ALEXANDER (ALEX) was educated at Rugby and Clare

College, Cambridge, where he read for the Mechanical Science Tripos, and later went
to work with Thomas Hedley & Co in Manchester. In 1938 he joined 42 (East
Lancashire) Division Engineers (TA) and served first in 201 Field Company, later
joining HQRE as IO when the Division went to France in 1939. He took part in the
Dunkirk campaign and was awarded the MC. He became Adjutant on returning to
England in 1940. Later he commanded 203 Field Park Company and then 617 Field
Squadron (the former 201 Field Company) after the 42 Division was reorganized as
an armoured division, commanded by Major General Dempsey.
In the autumn of 1943, the Division was disbanded, the Divisional Engineers were

Lieut Colonel R N B Holmes BA

Colonel A P Smith OBE BA FICE Mech E.

Lieut Colonel S G Townsend MBE

Lieut Colonel PJ D Groves MC MA
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the Rhine crossing with Jim as CRE in command of all engineers supporting the
brigade. His article "The Assault upon Wesel on the Rhine" (RE JournalMar 1948)
describes the action. In 1946 he was awarded the MC for gallant and distinguished
service in NW Europe.
After VE Day he volunteered for service in Burma and was posted to HQ RE 7
Indian Division. He took part in the final stages of the Japanese War in the Pegu
Yomas area. In May 1946 he became CRE 4 Corps Troops Engineers, who were
repairing and rebuilding the large road and railway bridges at Myitnge, which has to
carry all the traffic between North and South Burma and also assumed command of
471 Army Group Indian Engineers, in the abscence of their commanding officer,
responsible for the rehabilitation of all the Burma railways from Myitkyina to Katha
in North Burma, some fifty smaller bridges. His articles in the RE Journalsof 1953
"Moti Ram" and 1954 "The Myitnge Project 1946" give a good insight into this
work.
After a tour in Malaya as CRE 178 Works he returned to UK to join the Senior
Officers' Combined Operations Course. Postings then followed to 3 Training Regiment
as Senior Instructor, to the Senior Officers' Tactical School at Erlestoke Park as an
Instructor and in 1950 as Deputy President of the Regular Commissions Board.
He left the Army in September 1952 to live and farm at Cole Henley Manor near
Whitchurch. As well as following his interest in field sports and pursuing his hobby
as a naturalist he was an active supporter of the local community. He was President
of the Whtichurch Royal British Legion for fourteen years, President of the District
Agricultural Society and President of the Salford Lads' Club, a charity established
by his grandfather. As a churchman meanwhile, he and his family worshipped for
thirty-two years at the church of St Peter's in the neighbouring village of St
Marybourne. Here he was a church warden for some twenty-five years, and was a
member of the Parochial Council for ten years. His special interest lay with the
maintenance of the building itself, and it was his wish that on his death a Fabric Fund
should be established. When, following a year of declining health he died, this was
duly achieved.
At Jim's funeral, much of what he stood for was summed up in the words of the
address: "A noble and worthy successor to Mr Valiant for Truth, and ... for him, too,
all the trumpets will be sounded on the other side."
He is survived by his wife Nancy, their son Major Jeremy Groves, who has retired
from the 17/21 Lancers to run the farm at Cole Henley, a daughter, Mrs Penelope
Gage and five grand-children.
HRG RHB

Correspondence
Brigadier D J N Genet (Ret)
Brantford
Sherbrook Close
Budleigh Salterton
Devon
MEMOIRS

Sir,-I entirely support the views on memoirs expressed by General Garrett in his
letter published in the March 1985 Journal. Fitting tributes are not only comfort to
the bereaved; they are also an important part of our history. There must be many
retired officers who would be willing to help the Secretary with research and drafting
if he requires assistance.
I wish to raise another suggestion about the Journal'sportrayal of senior serving
officers. Some years ago, at the instigation of the E-in-C of the day, a brief career
summary and photograph of each newly promoted Sapper Brigadier was published
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in the Journal in rather the same way as has always been done for Colonels
Commandant in the Supplement. For some reason the system was discontinued.
Perhaps the current generation of senior Sappers simply did not want to focus this
sort of attention on themselves. Nevertheless, I suggest there are four important
categories of your readers who would welcome and be better informed by a regular
system of this sort:
(a) Very young serving officers who have not been in the Army long enough to
know much about their seniors.
(b) Territorial Officers who are all much more closely involved with the Regular
hierarchy than used to be the case.
(c) Officers in Commonwealth and Allied Engineer Corps.
(d) Retired officers whose pride and duty it is to keep in touch and speak up for the
Corps. It is surprising how quickly one gets out of date especially on retirement to
the West Country or other places remote from the Medway.-Yours sincerely,
D J N Genet
Brigadier E C W Myers, CBE, DSO
Wheatsheaf House,
Broadwell,
Moreton-in-Marsh, Glos.
SAPPER SUPPORT
Sir,-In your first Editorial you refer to the paradox about the need for Sappers.
Even senior ex-Sappers can fail to anticipate the need for them, as is borne out by the
following, albeit slightly unusual, experience.
Shortly before the outbreak of World War II, a Mobile Force was sent out from
Cairo to the Western Desert to protect the Egyptian Frontier, a hundred miles west
of our garrison in Mersa Matruh, from the Italian Army in Libya. It consisted of the
only three cavalry regiments in light tanks then available in Egypt, the 11th Hussars
in armoured cars, and a regiment of mechanically propelled Horse Gunners. It faced,
numerically, a vastly larger force of lorry mounted Italian Infantry divisions.
This force of ours was initially known as the Western Desert Mobile Force. A few
months later it was reinforced to become 7th Armoured Division. It was commanded
by a fiery and outspoken Major General called Hobart, known as "Hobo", who was
shortly to be retired on account of his age, only to be recalled and in due course to
be knighted for his great pioneering work at home in the development of the equipments
of 79th Specialised Armoured Division for breaching the German heavy coastal
defences. Hobo was commissioned as a Sapper in 1904 and later transferred to the
RTR.
On arrival in the desert, Hobo ordered his light tanks to gallivant offensively along
and over the Libyan frontier to such an extent that the Italians withdrew several
miles. But sadly his meritorious gallivanting soon resulted in the consumption of all
our reserves of spare parts for light tanks in the Middle East. Hobo received orders
from GHQ to conserve his track mileage and only to carry out essential sorties against
the Italians should they show signs of taking the offensive. His Mobile Force was thus
brought to a virtual standstill and, much to his fury, it became known locally as our
"Mobile Farce". Before he had left Cairo Hobo had been offered some Sappers.
"What the 'something' good would 'something' Sappers be to me in the Desert?", he
is reputed to have replied, and he took not one single Sapper with him into the Desert.
But now, with his tanks ground to a halt, with individual squadrons scattered over
a wide area of the desert in scrub covered dells, so as not to present attractive targets
to enemy aircraft, his troops began to go sick with dysentery in unacceptable numbers.
The Army doctors said that this was due to the hordes of flies sculling between latrines
and uncovered food. They insisted on fly-proofed cookhouses and larders being
constructed for each Squadron. So young Myers, with a handful of Clerks of Works
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and some Bedouin carpenters, was sent forward to erect prefabricated little fly-proofed
cookhouse shelters, which, scattered all over the desert, looked, even when camouflaged, most incongruous and, much to Hobo's increasing fury, further justified his
Force's nickname.
A few months later, by which time 7th Armoured Division had been formed, more
tank spares had arrived in Egypt, Hobo had been sent home to temporary retirement;
his successor, General Dickie Creagh, had insisted on having some Sappers, and I had
joined the Division in command of the, then 2nd (Cheshire) Field Squadron, RE(TA)
which included a field park troop. Needless to say from morning to night and many
a night too, we were kept fully occupied in support of the Division's two tank brigades
and its Infantry Support Group. Developing Roman water sources, marking supply
routes across the desert, mining and booby trapping the (only) coastal road until we
turned over to the offensive, neutralising the nasty Italian "Thermos" anti-personnel
bombs, similar to the German "Butterfly" bombs, scattered over the desert by enemy
aircraft, were but a few of the tasks which readily come to my mind. I cannot
remember what happenned to Hobo's cookhouses. I am certain I was never called
upon to dismantle them. I presume that in due course they became useful firewood
for nomadic Bedouin.- Yours sincerely, E C W Myers.

Lieut Colonel J W R Mizen
Europa House
Trotts Lane
Westerham
Kent TN 16 ISD
PROFESSIONAL ENGINEERING IN THE CORPS

Sir,-Few would disagree that radical thinking, as suggested in your provocative March
editorial, is required on the professional engineering structure of the Corps.
For instance are we perhaps the only major league Army which could not take
responsibility for engineering project management of a task like RAF Mount Pleasant
in the Falklands? Certainly other members of the "Nuclear Club" (Warsaw Pact,
French and the United States forces) have recently demonstrated this capability and
could probably have carried out the construction as well. The Staff are evidently
content that British forces do not need this level of engineering management; however,
an increasing commitment to Airfield Damage Repair over the next decade, coupled
with an increasing sophistication of facilities required by the RAF to enable them to
fight, means that an increased level of professional engineering competence in all
ranks within the Corps is quite simply unavoidable.
There is, of course, an attractive soft option whereby the commitment is accepted
but the actual engineering involvement is fudged by claiming a lack of money, time,
resources etc. As in any other profession, engineering requires to be practised over
and over for real to achieve reasonable standards.
How do other countries solve this dilemma? The US Army Corps of Engineers
maintain the two disciplines of combat and professional engineering; the difference
is that their professional engineers are integrated into a large Government organization,
staffed by experienced civilian engineers.
Reorganization on these lines offers a solution to the training of our professional
engineers and increased survivability to the RAF during the air battle. The serendipity
to QMG is that once trained, these officers are most useful for all those other ingenious
projects he has up his sleeve which make for exciting living.-Yours sincerely, J W R
Mizen
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Major T G Hoddinott, RE
59 Independent Commando Squadron
Seaton Barracks
Tavistock Road
Plymouth PL6 5D1
EXERCISE WATERLEAP

Sir,-Major Bullocks' letter (Mar 85) indicates that as an exceptionally busy staff
officer at Headquarters Engineer Support he is unable to do more than scan the
articles published in The Journal. He appears to have missed many of the points
made by Captain Carter in his article (Dec 84). Perhaps I might be permitted to
emphasize the following to him:
"the Squadron had to work very much longer days, extra days and in some cases
introduce shift work .... particularly in the early stages of the project." This was in
anticipation of problems such as the effects of heat and the likely down time of the
civilian plant. Fortunately we over-estimated the problems, with the result that some
aspects of the project were completed ahead of schedule and hence time was available
for other activities.
"They had, for example, revised concrete block wall construction at RSME...."
Of course pre-project training was undertaken, but there were aspects of some of the
skills required which could not have been foreseen and were therefore not covered in
that training.
Major Bullock's final paragraph consists of a number of statements taken completely
out of context. There is no suggestion in Captain Carter's article that we as a Corps
are incapable of successfully executing such projects as WATERLEAP 83 was. In
fact we proved exactly the reverse. And finally I should say that Artic Warfare
Commando Sappers we all are, but we do not all profess to be competent DIY
men!-Yours sincerely, T G Hoddinott
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Book Reviews
THE GORDON HERITAGE
LIEUT COLONEL DEREK BOYD RE

(Publishedby Robert Hale Ltd, 45/47 Clerkenwell Green, London ECIR OHT. Price
£7.95)
THE first part of the sub-title, "The Story of General Charles Gordon and the Gordon
Boys School", is very briefly dealt with and is certainly no "warts and all" account.
Not for anyone seriously researching his life, it concentrates on those aspects of
Gordon's life and character which made him the inspiration for this particular
memorial. The book is mainly the story of the school, and catalogues its development
from its beginnings as a charitable institution, a home for poor boys, aiming to send
them out into the world after a few years equipped with the most basic skills to enable
them to earn a living, to its present status as an academic establishment. Not the least
interesting aspect is the picture it gives of the evolution from the Victorian style of
charity, to today's more enlightened perception of how to turn out young people fitted
to compete for a place in society. Although the historical accuracy is at times suspect,
Colonel Boyd has produced a very readable account of the first 100 years of the
Gordon Boys' School.
EDN
POEMS OF THE SECOND WORLD WAR
THE OASIS SELECTION
EDITOR IN CHIEF: VICTOR SELWYN

(Published by J M Dent and Sons Ltd, London. Price £4.95 (paperback))
(Also available in Everymans Library. Price £12.00)
THIS is a unique anthology-the most comprehensive and original collection of poems
of WW2 that has yet been published. What distinguishes this book from any other
collection is that all the poems were written during the war, on active service, not in
hindsight years later.
The book is more than a collection of poems-it is history seen with the poet's
perceptive eye. The poems are a product of a literate, aware and compassionate
generation belonging to a less materialistic world than the one we live in today.
Perhaps the poets were naive in their belief that from the war an ideal world would
emerge. The men of WW2 were a modest lot but they thought about things.
Of the four hundred poems, from over two hundred poets, some will not appeal-it
would be unreasonable to expect otherwise-but this is a very moving anthology and
includes something for everyone.
EEP
NO PICNIC
3 COMMANDO BRIGADE IN THE SOUTH ATLANTIC 1982
MAJOR GENERAL J THOMPSON

(Published by Leo Cooper/Secker & Warburg. Price £12.95)
WHEN the first rush of Falkland books was published, I recommended that readers
kept their money in their pockets to await the more detailed, and better researched,
books that would be produced in later years. This account is a 'must' for any serving
officer, or senior NCO worth his salt, and is recommended to any rank, either serving
or retired.
Major General J Thompson commanded 3 Commando Brigade throughout the
campaign. We are fortunate that he also has a 'way with words', which really does
give the reader the 'feel' of the campaign and what it was like for the individual
208
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soldier as well as the commanders. He tells the story from the moment he was woken
up on the night of 2 April 1982, by an urgent telephone call, to the surrender on 14
June. In doing so he covers all aspects, from planning to individual patrols.
It was a brilliantly successful campaign, but in war there are always mistakes and
unforeseen hazards, and often it is the overcoming of these setbacks that is as
important as the accounts of success. It is therefore, unfortunate that the author, as
a still serving officer, has obviously had to curb any criticisms that he might have
wished to make of those both senior and junior to him.
It is interesting to note that although the author and his R Group were only 800
metres from the Secretariat building, where the surrender document was signed, their
first firm news of the surrender was a newsflash on the BBC World Service. Keeping
everyone up to date and well informed may be a good morale theory, but it always
was an impossible task, even on exercise!
JTH
UNITED STATES COAST DEFENSE, 1775-1950-A BIBLIOGRAPHY
DALE E FLOYD
(Publishedby the HistoricalDivision, US Corps of Engineers Price $5.50)
THIS is the latest publication by the Historical Division of the US Corps of Engineers.
How fortunate they are to have such a division.
It provides comprehensive lists of all aspects of US coast defence-history, historic
preservation, architecture, engineering and archaeology. It also includes nearly thirty
illustrations of their coast defences.
JTH
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Hertfordshire AL1 4LW

Telephone: St. Albans (0727) 41321

Make more of your money...
open a Naafi budget account

Your Naafi shop manager
will be happy to explain

how simple it is for you to
open a budget account.

ASKATYOUR LOCAL NAAFI SHOP

MORRISON'S
ACADEMY

As the school prepares to celebrate its 125th birthday it
continues to provide education for boys and girls from
Primary 1 - Secondary 6. Of its 850 pupils 200 are in the
Primary and 300 are Boarders (from Primary 4).
The school prepares secondary pupils primarily for the
Scottish Higher Grade examination though the
post-higher work includes CSYS, A level, Associated
Board work in Music, Portfolio preparation in Art, while
RSA examinations in typing are taken at different stages.
Results in all external examinations have been highly
commendable.
Situated in a most attractive Perthshire location and
with extensive playing fields, the school offers a wide
range of co-curricular activities to both Primary and
Secondary pupils.
Application forms and further information may be obtained
from the

Rector
Morrison's Academy
Crieff PH7 3AN
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crumpling during acollision. Every weld in it is strong
enough to support the weight of the entire car.
At either end of a Volvo isa built-in safety zone.
Its especially designed to crumple in
order to absorb some of the energy ,
forces of a collision instead of
passing them along to the
occupants.
To make sure you have
protection on all sides in a Volvo. we've placed tubular.
steel anti-intrusion bars in all doors.
Even our steering column isdesigned to collapse
upon impact and our laminated windshield is designed
to remain intact.
Of course no car can protect you in a crash unless
you're wearing the safety innovation that became standard
equipment in Volvos back in 1959: the three point safety
belt. (Statistics show that fifty percent of the deaths due to
road accidents could be avoided if drivers and passengers
were wearing them.) So if ou're interested in not becominga highway statistic,
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Lesure to fasten
your safety belt.

And incidentally,
it might be a good
idea to be sure it's
fastened to a Volvo.
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